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Chapter 1

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION'

Beyond the botders of France and outside the (ealm of organists, the life and works of
composer and Otganist Maurice DuruOe are no t well known. As a composer, Durufl6 imposed
beavy demands upon his work, and, immersed in critique and revision, he completed few
compositions--only fourteen woeks have been identified at tllls time, In addition to his critical
nature, Duru£le also was a. very self-dfacing man, c1ajmjng be;
[was] incapable of ,ddiog anything sigci6ca.ar to the pianofortl: r~pertoty, views the string qUartet with
app rehension, and cnvU:!.gcs with terror the idc:!. of composmg 'lI song ~fter the .finished examples of
Schubut, Fame and Debussy. (Robertson 122)

DuruOi composed for piano, organ, chorus, and orchestta2• In one interview he admitted, ", . •r
work slowly, and I throw a lot away... " (Baker 59). The manuscript for his first opus, the

Trip(ych (1926) for piano "is ma.r:ked, in latge red letters, 'Not to be published'" (Cantrell 30), and
in an interview Duruile openly showed disdain fot one of his most pe.rfomled works, the organ
TOCfaJa--''''Th.e first theme is very bad. Obviously, since the theme is an essential part of a

composition, the composition cannot succeed if the theme is bad" (Baker 58). When
coa..fronted with praise. Durufli rema'.ined humble. as evident by his response to llIl interviewer..
Vi.eau:: nid of you, "Du.ruOe seems to me to be the most brilliant J.Ild the most pen01llll of we yOWlg
generation."
MD: He did me a very gr.eat hooor in SAying that (Baker 58)

, Pll.t:lphraud mataW comes from nrious SQU1ces: Baka, Burns, C'lItltrel1, DUllsse, DuruDe (Allrninm O~isf).
Reynolds. A time line of impOrt:.lnt dates is includcd in Appemfu: A.
2 A wodu list is included U1 Appendix 8 .

Maurice Durufle, born 00 January 11,1902 in Louvie.rs, France, became indoctrinated in
sacred music early in life. When

DUNne was ten, his fatheJ: enrolled him in the choir school at

the cathedral of Rouen where he srudied piano and organ:
It W2S W(er Sunday, 1912.lI.nd young M2uriee Durufli 2nd his fAthet wetc ttavdliog flom theirhome: town of Lom';crs to the gtellt city of Rauen. It w:lS the most exciting trip the ten-yc:ar old Do}' had
ever uken .. . But his excitement It all this wu dashed at the end of the day when his &.ther Wormed him
tha.t he wouldn't be .rerumiog home, but. swting th:!.t very night, liviag tbece fOI: the next sevual yean! 10
DuruOe's wotds, "lllecdn't ny whlltW\l~ my fCllCOon.. "That night in the donnitocy I sobbed 00 my bed."
Fortunately, the kind c.boitrnMter of the cnhedtal bea.td me boy aying. t.Dd nised his spirits by
telliog bitn of all me exciciog things in ' tore for him-bow be would get to study /Dusic all the time, be t
part of the gr~t High MlIS$C$ aCId eeremonio of the uwedN.l. and one day play the O1gao. Durufle said
of this turning point in his life, "A great p:lgc opened in front of me." (Durufie Delos recording liner
notes, Keene 3)

Cathedral traiaiog introduced Du..rofle

(0

cbutch music including Gregorian chan4 and

chis education sparked an interest that would lead him to :I; lifetime c.ueer of pttformance and

composition. In 1919, be traveled regularly to Paris to study with composer/organisrCbules
Tauroemire (1870-1939), focusing on the entrance examinations of the ConselVatoue National
de Musique de Paris, wwch required the improvisacion upon Gregorian chanr themes. DuruOe
also assisted Tournemite with his duties as organist at the church of St. Clotilde and gained an
2ppreciatioo far the use of chant
T OUDlc:m.i.te Dever played from 2 ptept..ted se-ore at SUllday Mus; the book of Glegotian chant was 2.lWll~
00 the music nlck open at the liNlgiw o ffice of the day. He improvised the entire Low M2.ss .. . ThAt
m=t 1I fuU lul{·hour of music. 1 baneo to add dUll! tb.i.s b.alf-how: o f music wu slwaYJ inspired by the
G regocan themes tpptopti.ue [0 the d:ly and reflected the successive portions of the service.. It wu DOt a

eooCert, but a getluioe musiul commentary 00 the

]j~..

(DuruIle AO 54)

To concinue his prepuacions for the conservatory, Durufle studied with organist/ composer
Louis Vieme (1870-1937) and worked as his assistant at the cathedral of St. Etienne-du-Mont
beginning in 1920. At the conservatory, Dwu£le won several o f the Premiere Prix: in organ,
harmony, fugue, accompaniment, and composition.
After the death ofVieme in 1929. Ouru£le assumed his position as the organist at St.
Etienne-du-Mont, a position be kept for the rest of his career. He also taught hannooy at the
conservatory from 1943 until 1973. While teaching, DuroSe met conservatory student Marie-
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Madeleine Cbevalie.r (1921.1999), and they rruuried in 1953, the same yeu she joined him as co-

organist at St. Etienne-du-Mont. Later they would tow together extensively throughout Europe
and ..4wnerica.
In 1975, a car travelling at 93 mph hit the Durufle's in their cat. injuring both Durufle
and his wife. Both of his legs were broken as he was thrown from the ell by the impact.

Recovery was slow, and his career as an organist was vlrtually over. Only one mo.re composition
emerged after the accident, a Frencb setting of the Lord's Prayer (Notre Pin. op. 14) in 1976. H e
died in Paris on June 16, 1986 " the age of 84.
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Chapter 2
REQUIEM, op. 9

"an impressionis!"s ~.scale pb.insong fantasy" (CllDttdl 27)

"[ll] combino.tion of neo-medievwm <U1d impressionism" (Appletoo 1)
"an :lfto\ltldic.gly successful compromise between musia1 styles 1,400 yean apart" (pendleton 27)

Scholars and critics have added colorful comment to this work, but the program notes written

by the composer add great insight l
REQUIEM M~w:iee Owu£le
This work, t"ompleted in \947, was written

tn its ottguw vasioo for '0\0, choit, orcbCltn, and

A tD.OscOptiOD of the ofchesttll pm W'U ~ea]jud for organ alone u wdlas fot reduced o rchcsu,This Requiem is composed eotirely 00 the GregocUn themes of the Mas! fot tbe Dead.
Socoetitnes the musiclll ten has ~eo tespected isJ full, the orcbesta. intervening only to sustaia or 10
conuneot 00 it; somt.times I was nmply inspitcd by it or sometimes removed tnY5eLf from it '1ltogethel:; fot
~ple> in certain developments suggested by the Latin text, namdy ia the Domine Jesu Cbgste, the
Saoaus. and the~ . Generally $~. J tried 10 get the particular style of the Gregorian themes
fumly set in my miod.
I aho endeavored to tet"oocile as mucb II.!'i possible the Gregorian thythm, as has been esblibfuhed by Ihe
Benedictines of Solesme$, with the derrunds of modern tnettiul notation. The rigidness of the latter, with
.its ntoag beats aod weak beats re:cwring at regular intetVUs, is hardly compatible with the variety ~d
Ouidity of the Gtego.t:i:a.o line, which is Daly a $ucceuioo of cius aod .falls.
The 5trOog beal.$ had to lose theLt dominaot cbauclet in order 10 take 00 me nme intensity u the
weak beau; in sucb a way etat the rhythmic Gregorian acceot at the tonic utU! acceot could be plaeed
&eely 00 any bdr of au! modem tempo.
As fat the tnusic.nJ (orm of c::ach of the pieces composing thU Requiem, it Is genenJly inspiled by the faun
proposed by the liturgy. The organ has only ItO iocidental tole. It lnterveot.S. Dot to accolDpany the cboirs,
but 0011' to u.ndet1ine cerrain ace<:ots or to rru.ke ODe momeoumy forget the aU too bUOl2J\ ,onorities of the.
orcMstra. (t rept(:Seots the idea of peace, of Fllitb. Uld of Hope.
This Requiem is not an ethereal wodt which sings of detachment &Otn euthly wOtries. h reflects,
in the immuable fotto of the Christian prayer, the agony of nan fAced with the mystery of b.is ultinu.te end.
II is often d.::a.nutic. or filled widl re!igJ'lation., at bope 0[ tetrOr, just as the words of the Seti.pture
themselves wblch are used in the liturgy. It (ends to tI:aOS.bte b\lDllLl:l feeli.ogs before thcit tetrifying,
unexplainable or consoling destiny.
This Mass includes the nice pam of the MllSs of the Dead: the lo.twit. ~. Domine Jesu
Cbrim,~, Pie lcsu, Agnus Dei, Lux a(ll::=, Ljlxta me., and finally In Pwdisum.. the ultimate llOiWet
of Faith to all the questions, by the llight of the soul to Pandise.
Maurice DuruflC:
) The tomposer .ppean to have used the same p r ogratD Dote! for more tiun one OCC~iOD; excerpts have often
been published in liner DOtes, a.nides and aademic aoalyses. HowevCL, in Iheir entirery, they re:vca.l much &om the
composer's perspectilre. This traoslation WllS printed lo Ea(OO who cites them as ''wrineu by M2ucice Dwuile (01
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Dedicated to the memory of his father, Riqtdem, op. 9, was Durufle's first composition
fot chorus and originally scored for soloists, chorus, orchestra and organ. It was completed in
1947 and premiered in the same year, DesomUcre conducting_ Altho ugh several sources cite
different stories about the origins o f &qlliml, the foUowing rendition, written by a foaner
student of Durufle, seems most probable:
Ourufli had beeD worlcing OD a suite or pieces fo[ o rgan based 00 the clu.ot melodies of the RquicJ:n. AI
fine he intended to write four or five. pieces inspired by Reqllicm themes. He 1Llready had composed II.
"Lux AetCl'lU" atld "Sa.ncrus". Then he be~ to realize that the texts of these plainchants $bould oot be
sepat'2ted from the melodies. So he began to tn.nsfoan his composed piece, .. . IUld Ildd to thecn II wotk
for voices Ilrtd ol cbestra. (King quoted in ReyJlolds 278)

SOURCES and MATERIALS
Writings providing information on Durufle and his RtqHiem are sparse, and

SODle

of the

more seemingly credible sources are not within easy access. Since no autborlb.tive b iography has
beea written to date, the details presented were gathered from joumal articles and dissertations.
Articles published in the 1950s provide insight to a con temporary reception· of the work, but,
generally speaking, articles canno t discuss the erltUe work in det:ail5.
Two theses and (wo disse.nations on Duruflc's &IjJliem could be obtained. All contained
basic biographical information and a movement-by-movemeot analysis of the work. The theses
(Appleton and Lewis) are largely concerned with the organ or chamber orcbestI:a reductions, and
while Eaton .admonishes all those conducting this work co become familiae with the full
orcbestra edition, he chooses to refer pri..marily to the organ reduction (Eaton vi). E aton also

II.n April 1980 concur at St. Etienne-du-Moot undu th~ direction of M:l.da.m Duru£li's sistu E.4.ine Chevalier"
(£3toO 225). Indcn~cioO$ ue Eatoo's.
t "For some pecfonners a.nd listencn the Op 9 Requi~m may nO I be U origirW in con~ptioo.. mood and eOQ tent 1.$
they might h.:!.ve whed or expecled, a.nd the music of older Frrocb composen may b..:I.ve influenced it to too gJ'C'at
a.n uteot." (Beecher MO 89)
S The mo" extensive article on Rlqllienr is publisbed in 1I series by Gilles--however, t:bU is difncult to iOCllte and :Uso
only available in its origiDll French.

5

records tempi discrepancies between various recordings and performances of Requiem by
notable conductors, including Ouru£le himself, and lists in detail the cadences by location and
function.
Reynolds examines the complete choral output of Durufle in duonologica1 order and

with an additiooal emphasis o fDurufli's view on church music. He uses interviews with
students of Duro£le to gain insight into the personality of the composer, and he provides the
original chants with transcriptions while charting the specific use of chants du-oughout the
musK He consistently uses the orchestral score.

TRANSCRIPTIONS of REQUIEM
Though Duru£le completed &'Jlliem in 1947, the full orchestra transcription was not
published until 1950. The first edition to be published was the transcription for cborus and
organ in 1948, and the ~d edition to be published was for chamber orchestra (1961) .6 Duru£le
composed his orchestral edition first; it serves as the basis fat the foUowing transcriptions. It.is
scored for.
1 Piccolo
2 Flutes
ZObo<>
1 English horo1
2 Ctarinets
t Bus clarinet
2 Bassooas

4 Horns
3 Trumpets
3 Trombones
1 Tuba
4 Timp..w

Cymbili
Bus drum
T'ml·Tam
Cdute
1 Hup

'The dates for the bIer. editions:are found ill Forst.
I The second oboe will play the secoed Ettgllilh hOM part in the second move.mecl.

6

Quintet of n:ci.ags

The third version has the reduced orchestration:
1 Hup

2 Tnu:npc.ts
4 TlttIpam

0,8'"
Quinter of strings

The original edition was the composer's favorite of the three (followed by the chamber
orchestra then organ reductions, I..ewis 91) and deserves a primary focus in any study of this
work. Even when perfonniog the organ version the conductor and organist should be aware of

the timbres Dwuile bad in mind initially; though be provides registration suggestions in the
organ score it is known that not all organs will have the same sound. This analysis focuses on
the original full orchestra edition; though it should be noted that the b.te.t editions contained
changes that could be applied to the orchestral transcription. Duru.£le cb2.aged the solo and
choral orchestration (the changes will be discussed in the movanent analyses) and slightly
increased the tempi overaU.-this accounts for the disctepancies between the cboral score and
the full score.

1b.is study examines each movement by discussing unfolding events and attempting to
locate global trends. recun:ing techniques, underlying issues of foon. and so on. It serves to
provide the general knowledge needed to intetpret the work. To prepare the reader, elaboration
of signlficant topics will complete this overview.
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GREGORIAN CHANT'
As stated in the Program Notes, RrqJlill1'loriginates from the chants, particularly using
the method dictated by the Benedictine Monks of Solesmes. Durufle does not simply provide
orchestral accompaniment for chants transcribed in modem notation; other chant influences his
approach to aspects of composjcioo: hatmony, 1bythm, [oan,

Modes
For me, Gregorian ciuot is something tyT2Jlnic.al. It bas ptthap$ su.aoundc:d me: too much, too mu.chhow shalll slIy?-oarrowed my harmonic 6.eld. But I doo't Wa.tlt to tlll.k of my 'Gregorilln aurowing.'
Quite the: cont:t::ary, I am gtareful fot it. (Duruflc quoted itt C:Ultte1l27)
I hc.licn Tourocmire wa..s eight in that be lad a modal 'pirit, but his music was not always 100% moWl.
This is good. in my opinion. (Duro.flC quoted i.D Baku 59)

hnme.tsed in the music of France at the beginning of this century. Durufle was

sUttounded by the modal inflections preseot in the music of Debussy and Ravel; in an interview,
he claimed., "Ravel and Debussy were big influences, especially RaveL Fawe was less of an
influence. I love Ravel's works for orchesua. Debussy's L'Apris·mirJj d'lIn fOlm~ is, in my
opinion. that composer's masterpiece, and J adore it" (Durufle AO 59). The music of the
chutch would also pwvide a modal influence; the chants themselves predated the

moda1labels ~

On the other ru..nd it would be dangerous to apply the modal labels, as present in chant books,
to

the melodies Duro£J.e uses in

&q1Ji~m.

The listener today is more accustomed to identifying

keys under "M.ajoi' and "minor" rather than modes by "dorian," "phrygian," and so forth.

Oaly when there is an adjustment in the intervals between scale degrees can a mode be detected,
and in the case of 'Reqllitm the alterations may only be temporary and should only be noted as

such. With this " patchwork." style, Durunes modal usage is contemporary; it would be
inappropriate to force medieval hlbeLs upon the music if they do not belong.

Rhythm and meter

J

A sbort overview of the history of G regorian chao! as it peruins to Du.rufle i:lioc:atcd in Appetl®c E.

B

... thete l$ no tIMe Or measure io the modem .tccse., !Uld 1Mt there is no '9aong bear' or '1l;I;ttU'
regular wruvals:. (libff Uf1I4/iJ xix)

oa:urdng

~r

According to the Benedictines, a modern interpretation of Gregorian cbant would
dissect the melodies into eighth-note groupings of twos and threes. 9 The fact that accents do
not fall at regular intervals makes chant difficult to reconcile w:ith modern notions of meter and
measutes. Durufie resolves dUs issue in different ways depending on how closely he chooses to
adhere to the original chant. Upon a cursory examination of the score, the first possibility
noticed could be the use of alternation of meter to aligo the textual accents 'With the metrical
'Ilcceots. T o encompass the change between pulses of quarter aod dotted-quaner notes, or twoand three-note groupings. Du.rufle could use simple and compound Ol.e ters.
H owever, this canuot be the only e-xpianatioll offered On occasion, melodies are set

with blatant disregard for textual accent. Depending on how it is created within the music such
cooflict can be resolved by dlsregarding either word stress or metrical accent If a panem of
word accents is established earlier, then the same accents can be retained even if the text, or
melody, is placed in the measures differently. lfDurufle consistently places the stress 00 the
"improper' syllables, that may be an indication to follow the demands of the meter.
Throughout the work. the conflict of accents should be resolved differently to accord 'With the
different contexts of the chant melodies .

Chant in polyphony
Often the chant in

R~qJli~," is

set ill a homophonic style, but Durufle uses polyphony to

also embellish and enha.nce the more simplistic lines . His pritnary polyphonic technique is
canon between some combination of choral and orchestral pans. C bam is set in canon after the
text hAs been presented in homophony a.t least once; in the canon, the tut plays a subservient
role to the mdody. However, this should Dot alter accents established in the first presentlltlon
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of the material even when the chant is in the orch estra; the cbartt mUSt be allowed to
ptedomina.te, whether it is in the chorus or Q[chestra.
Durufle also sparingly employs other techniques such as (antlls finn"s atld fugue; these

will be elaborated upon in the discussion of the movements.

TEXT and FORM
Text selections
This &qllitm has often been compared to the &quiem of Faure. These settings are
siro.ila.t due to the seJectioo of texts from the MUIO pro Dtjfl11ttU. Both Faure and Durofle
omitted the Sequence and added the Responsory and Antiphon in ordec to create a more
contemplative and less fea.r-inspired work. H owever, the comparison is oDe protested by

Durufle,
I do oot th.i.tlk I W'aS influenced by Faure. contrary to the opinion of celUio musir:a.l cities, who, anyway
ruve never giveo a..ar expb-ouioo coocerning their Vie\....PQlot. 1 have simply tried to sunoWld myself with
the style suioble 10 the G regorian clwlG:lIS well as we rh~ inte.q>ccu.tiOQ of the BClledictines of
SOiCSOlCS. (Durulli: quoted in Lewis 93)

In future discussions, some diffetences berween these two settings will be outlined

Form
Not only does the text provide a spiritual or program.matic foundation for tbefVqwiem,
but also the (aIm of the text, u outlined in the chant and as altered by Durufle, influences the
musical form. Duru£le favors forms containing a sense of rerum and creates overa.rching returns
through the rmtchi.ng of "like" movements based on similar texts and motivic content-such
rep~ted

2.S

use of temary ABA form and the similariries between the Domine Jesu Chri.sae and the

Libera me movements. Overall, Duru£le composiriooally makes a shift from the texts of the
Mass to those

&00'1

the Office for the Dead. &om pleas for the departed to a plea for one's own

9 ''Rules for Interprebtion" UI: mcluded in the Vb" Umalis (X1o-ij-x:ocix).

self. From this plea and by breaking away from the ABA form, In paradisum, the shortest
movement, reveals DUNfle's "fligbt of the soul to Paradise," (see P.rogram notes, in Chaptet 2,
Overview).
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STYLE aDdP E RFO~C E

RtqliUm is gener:illy restrained. aDd subtle, allowing the texts to speak for themselves.
Like Faure, Durufh! makes gtell.ter use of the soft dynamic levels to create

2.

more reflective

setting; in this, be follows in the example of one of his teachers:
(ToumcrnireJ n.rcly rumbcd the postlude with the Full 0rg:uI. He gcouaUy prefetted bliufuJ e:oacilaioDs.
(DuruBe AO 54)

However, Durufle does utilize the full spectrum of sound- from triple piano (Ppp) to triple fortt

(ff/). In the insert to the Robert Shaw recording of this work, Nick Jones supposes " the
powerful moments have greater effect precisely because they

ate

so sparingly employed"

(Duru£le Telarc recording liner notes, Jones 5).
The simplest description of Durufle's style would prim.a.rily mentio n the substa.atial
influence of chant upon his compositions, Durufle's concept of chaat was developed througb
listening to music in service not in the concert ball In a written defense of the use of chant in
service, he rec.a.11ed

2.

visit to

2.

monastery:

Vespets were sung by lpparently tbewhole community, including some monks- in whedchaits who were
sWnosr out of sight in ooe comer of th~ sauctuary,.w.d I ¢OUDled ~hout '$CVcoty IiLiog into choir. The
ch:ulr se~ed to me 10 be oear perfcction; but obviously it did not seem so to the monks slllging it
beause I ob~ttV'ed &eque.otly that one oc other of diem would kneel in the middle of -a ps-a.lm. I inquired
lfterwuds from the: guestmuret. WWH was the re:uOD for this and WIU told that it WllS becU$e chey b2d
"eommitted a bul(' iUld that f:nuts wert acknowledged pubUcly immediately t.IJ they occ:u.tted. (Dw"u£le

SM 16)

10

A e:Mrt of the OVenlCCbing form of &qWm is looted in Ap peDdix F,

11

As DUNfle he..ld the Benedictine monks as the model for interpretation of the chants,

writings by the Benedictines, such as the Lib". USNllIiJ,

C2.!l

apply to the singing of DuruflC:'s

music as well as the singing of chant:
lD o rder dual all the voices auy be ooc, whicb is most C$scotial., t:2ch Wtgu sbould attempl i.o.lIlI. modest)'
to aHow tw owe voice 10 becomc metgcd U:t the volume o f sound of the choir. u 2 whole. (Ubtr Unmh
>riv)
Therc must be life 2nd movemau bill no bunr, the
>OCcii»

... the: Latirt .ccenl is tight. lifted up 1Qd rounded
,"ad nor therie. (Uh" UJII4ii.t:o::::a:)

lloging is the 'Opus Dc.i'-God's wotk.. (l.im USKalU

o f(

like an uch, is

DOl

beavy

Of

strongly stressed, is:an.ic-

Issues on the perfonnance: of accents in R4qNit'ltl are not agreed upon univcnally; Eaton
claims that, in conducting his own walk, DuruO€: 2ttempts to "avoid ail2ccenrs" (&.too 185).

The Lib" Usuolis implies that chant possesses accents (see the third quote prescoted. above). and
it is difficult to iougine music without cutaia be2ts possessing more importance than others,

The debate should then focus

00

the me10S towards achieving accents.

No rru.tter what the accUDte and intended perform:a.nce practice for FJ'luUm, Durutli
acknowledges that it is up to the pafOllDetS to bring life, and therefore individw.1 nw.:nce, to his
musIC:

J think you ruve to pUt t ome of your own peNoo.a1ity ioto the perfonnancc.; you ru.vc

to "ioterptcr" the
ruu!Uc. To inlcrpret mons tnllDy rhings, including taking cuW.o Liberties. O theJ:'\A..ue, the music might
become cold and impe.rsoasl (DuruOe quoted to B:a.ku 59)

nus study does not intend co dictate the absolute interpretation o f the score.

RAther it sh ould

enCOlU'age careful thought into the interpretative decisions made when pafooning this worle..
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1. INTROIT
(Tetroil)
Requiem aeteroam dow cis, DomiDc:

Rest eternal grllDt to them, Lotd; II
ct lux perpc.tuA )ueal m.
and light perpcrualici lhine 00. them.

(ps.) Tc de<:ct bynums Dc:.us in Zion,
Thee befits bymn God in Zion,
et

tibi rcdtrur

and 10 mee shaD be fulfilled

vOtunl irl Jerusalem:
vow in ]ctuuJem.

e.:uudi ontiooem Ole.lal,
Heal prayer my,
2d It

ornnil C1l'O vwet.

to thee all flesb shall come.

[ReqWem
R~t

2C Id:XWn

ctc:m.al

dona ~. Domine:
them., Lord;

grUH 10

ct lux pupctw. iuc;t:lt cis.
and light ~tua11cl IbiDe on them.)I:1

The Incroit text is composed of an antiphon IRtquit-m aelmuJlfl .•. 1. two verses [Tt

tUftl

and

txaNail

and a repeat of the opening antiphon. The fmm of the opening movement reflects that of the
t!tXt,

ABA' with a subdivision ofB into

twO

smaller subsections (see Examples 1.'1, 1.2. end of

.,~

this section ).

Literal tnJlslatioos have been prm-ided to &cilit2tc e:ocpiarulcions of 1m pUnting 'aDd structural issues. They are
6:001 Roo j cf(e.n, Tro/IJIatiDltJ and AJrllQlcliQIU (JfCMroI RIpm,irr, he also provides, prose tun$larion. Any
mttdi.ficaaoo.s bave ~o ~I i.e parentheses or bndets.
11 'WbiIe nOI indicated in the Jeffus tu.DslAtion., the dun[ u qUQ(ed in cbc liM UfllQfir st2.la dat foUowing me £i.na.I
\I

awptcd

me openi.ag sbould be repeated W'ltil bla41 m.
For the $emoo, discussillg each mO\·cmen~ , IDnlc:ription of the ciwJl (U"," U/W/iJ 1768-1769, 1807- 1815) and
3 chut of the movc.m ellt'. fonn ut. iosetted 3t the t.Od of the Ketion as Examples ImovemeDt abbrcvU.Doo (e.g. r.
K, 0)}1 and 2 tt3pecritrdy.
,.~
IJ
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A Section (mm. 1-23'')
The &quie-m opens delicately with piar-iIsimo dynamics. Undeweath the sustained dminoriS ChOld of the clarinets and borns, the low strings create 3 d-minoe fabric constructed of
repetitive moving figures i.e the violas and 'cellos (see Example 1.3). After the o rchestra

establishes this pattem, the men enter in unison with the chant-based melody in F-Major I6 • This
type of modal ambiguity will appear frequendy throughout the Re<l'lleOl.

Example 1.3--Fabric of repetitive patterns in the strings
y~

(j)

,

T~• .,.-;t..

--::.

r
"I

'"

r

~

r

'--'

"
-

-

?

-

Not only are F-Major and d-mioor related keys, but Durufle's setting adds additio,oaI
connections. The melody (m concordance with its Hypolydian 17 origin) stresses the pitch A, the
dominant of the accompaniment. The: d-roinot chord could also be labeled as the minor six (Vl)

chord in the key of F-Major. However, the orchestra's d-oUnot chord is essenciaUy present for

.. It is n~comrneDded that anyo.t\e using this :uuJysu- oumbct their score for easy ide:crifiation o f areas being
discussed. Each moveme nt begins with rne:lSUfe number one a.nd ends with the number india.ted here: Intro it (63),
Kyrie (74), Domine Jesu Cbriue (169), S:1llcrus (66), Pie Jesl.l (60), AgoU5 Dei (68), Lux aeletOa (59), Libera me

(129), 10 panld1!lum (30).
I~ Whee ~Ung u ys and modC$. ClIopitallcnus will be Ilsed fOI I'Ibjor lome trilIds (Major, Lydian, Mixolydian)
and Iowa-case Jetten for minOt tonic tri:.ds (minor/aeolian, domn, phrygian).
IG Some lUUlyses (Eaton, Reynolds) label the ~ode of the A sc<:cion as the mode of the chan!, F-Hypolydian, the
sixth mode, as nota(ed it! the G regorian aothologies (L'hff USIkJIit, PUll X HJ'mfa~ . However, (or the rwalti.eth
Century listener. 10 bcu a LydUn mode the raised fowth musl be prt:SCllt. T o avoid trllones. the ocigin.tl pettotme:rt
of the chant nuy have iruc:rtc:d the B-fhts as musia fica. Eventwlly "Major" evolved from this 2lte.ration of the
Lydian mode, and it seems more rtppropr::ia.te to employ the lerms as they fit in a modem setting.
11 The use of the prefix hypo- in tefacoce 10 modes can eithet indicate meJodic content a fourth beJow and a fifth
above the tonic and/or the use of the third above the toni.; as the domi.oa.ot or reciting tone.
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the first eleven measures, only slowly winding its way to F·Major (m. 19); this ambiguity more
implies a sense o fbitowty.
Utilizing most of the chant's bar lines, the antiphon melody divides into three slight
subsections. After each subsection. the v10linS, with a four-part division, and the women,
serving more as lnstruments by singing on the syUable "i", proV'ide bridge material adapted from
the men's phrase ending [(ae)ltmomJ (m. 5) . A gradwJ crtIMlM develops with each eottance of

the bridge material. even though the chaot material is given no new dynamic m:::arking. On the
second entrance (ro.. 11), the dynatnic changes to mezzo piano from pianiIsimo while the pitch

moves up a third. In this bridge b-narunls 2ppear implying F-LydUn, but this only lasts for two
measwes (mm. 12~13) and ends. For the third bridge, the horos aoticip.lte the women's
entrance, beginning at a piano dyw.mic (m. 16) with a crescendo to a mezzo forti, the dynanUc of
the women's entrance.
Another mocW technique highlightS the text. Although the accompmime.nt has been iD
d-aunot, a D·Majot cbord appears for the word Illetal pet shine) (m. 16) creating some «bright"
mode mixture. nus also leads into the l1uzzoJorle dynamic-the highest dynamic of the A
sectioD. Following this, the tonal ambiguity dissolves as the strings finally meet the voices in F·

Ml;or (m. 19).
B SectiQrJ (mrn. 24-41)

For the verses DUN£Ie switches from a primarily string accompaniment to one built of
winds and b.rass; the winds replace the constant and fluid sixteenths of the violas with rocking
eighth notes. The eighth notes will create a son of rhythmic ~biguiry when sounded against
the triplers of the psalm recica.uons. Duru£Ie chooses to set the text with the women's sections

alone; tile sopranos have the first psalm verse and the altos, the second '8 _ The first verse is in ahypoaeolianl~ with the tonic chord placed in the obex: and clarinets. The two trumpets alternate.

with 3n offbeat G pedal, adding the minor seventh to the to ruc triad (a-c-e-g; see Example 1.4).

Example lA- The wind and brass accompaniment oftbe 8 Section
®
ob
,1

r
J

,

After the sopranos complete their verse, the scri.ngs and the rest of me brass provide 11
two-measure bridge (mro . 31-32); due to the addition of F-sharp the minor mode

s~vi(cbes

dorian. The violas and English hom echo the SOpnlOO phrase ending UentsaltmJ. A-doriaa

to atu1:f\S

to c-hypoaeolian. Essentially the second verse is a repetition of the .6n>t, orchestrated with
three-pan flutes agai.osr the offbeat pedal of the clarinets bue in a new key and with a new text.
The trans.itory bridge is twice as loag as before (mm. 38-41). The 'ceUos echo the alto phrase

ending twice.
A'St;cuon (rom. 42-63)
The rerum of the A section (m. 42) adopts a few alterations from the opening that ~'"ill
become chacacteriscic of returns to primary material in other moveme~ts: the in strumental
treatment of the chant, the simplified use of the chorus, the e..xtension of the ending with
augmentation, and the fading dynamics. The violins now have the chant melody La a twO-part
canon at the fourth separated by a beat (see Example 1.5). To coovey the text, the sopr:anos and
ceDors intone it in unison, but it should be ooted thal the voices do not carry important melodic

11 "A Psalm-lone consisls of the fonowing parts~ a) The 10tonatioo. b) The Tenor, Dommanl or Reciting nOte.
e) The Cadences .. ." (Libn Vsuclis XXJI.iJ)
" In this case, the reciting lone, or tenor, of this verse is c, the th.itd of ll-llCOlian.
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marerial at thls point. O ne roay imagine that, for melodies so familia! to the composer, the

chants invoke the memory of the texts. Instead of a continual focus on the chorus. emphasis
should be given to the chant presented in the striogs, and as the line grows dynamically DllruOe
doubles the parts with the English hom on the first violin and the first horn o n tile second
violin (In 46).

Example l.S-Chant in the violins in

,

canOD

,

,
J

+

,-..".~ .

+

".

The harp also enters in lhis section with a four-note

offin{1l()

--partem derived ~s an

augmentation of the first four sixteenth no tes o f the viob line. TIlls sligbtly confuses tlle meter

with a two -beat grouping played alongside the predominantly 3/ 4 metet.

Finally, the chorus sings together for the text eflllx pttptllln (m. 51), teaching the dynamic
clirna.'t of the piece at a .fortt that falls back to pi0l10. The movement ends wich an augmentation
of the accompaniment figures. In the viola line, the si.ttee oths "slow" to triplets, eighths and
then finally quarter nores, and the harp

oJlinn(o

breaks down with the insertion of rests. The

Introit is traditio nally foUowed immediately by the Kyrie. and Duru£]e conforms to this by
indicating no break between the first twO movements.
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Example I .l--Gregorian cba.n~: I ntroit
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The chants iuve bew twlscribed into modun flotation from !.he Liiffr US1I4JiI. and if ptesat in the origirW,. the
mode nwnba has also been given. M.a.ny ofebe enr:meous symbols (accent markings in particular) lave beeo
removed, and psalm tecitll.cions Mve beeo notated \llitn breves rather: than eighth notes (mlr.ccping with DuruflC's
more free: interptctation). TIte varying barl.ines have !>ten preserved and indicate the degree of break between
sections (from the smill, pMtW bulioe, to the sub$Wltial. double b:ulioe).
JJ
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Example

1.2~hart

of fotID

I. INTROIT

A'

B

-moderato
---- A
Andante
mp
pp
111/

p

pp

I

I

I

I

1

24

33

42

63

e

F (d)

16
F (d)

31

mf

/

p
58
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(D) (F)

(1) d-minor repetitive texture [strings]
accompanies the F-Major chant [T&B]
The chant is divided into three statements
(2, 7, 13) separated by bridge material [S, A, vln];
special emphasis on text et II/X perpetua
by dynamic and harmony

pp

a

(24) A "rocking eighth note" pattern
rob, cl, tpt] accompanies the psalm
recitation [S] in a-hypoaeolian
(31) two-measure bridge [strings]
in a-dorian with echo of chant
[E.hrn&vlaJ

(F)

(42) two-beat ostinato pattern added
to the d-minor repetitive texture
chant in canon [v1n1&v1n2] at the fourth
with simple intonation of text [S&1]
until text eJ /11:,'1( petpetua

(60)

Pattl~s

dissolve through

augmentation-Encbainez
(33) The "rocking eighths" resume
[fl&cl] with the remainder of the psalm
recitation [A] in e-hypoaeolian .
(38) fout-measure bridge [strings]
with echoes of chant [vc]

II.KYRIE
(Kyrie)
Kyric ekison (sung three titna)

Lord have mercy
Christe eJeisoo (sung three times)

Christ bave mercy
Kyric dcison (SIlOS duec times)
Lord have: mercy

The text of this movement is an easily recognizable part of the lirutgy with its tb.cee simple lines.
While Durufli: does not sabere strictly to a nine-part declrunation of the Kyn'e te..... t, he does retain
the overaU three-pan structure, ABA' (see Examples K .l, 1<..2, end of this section).

A 5ecMn (nun. 1-25)
Emerging from the final pioniuimo F-Major chord of the lnttoit, the basses sing a piano
liae based

OD

the Gtegoci.an chant. One measure later, the tenors enter with a rhythmic

variation of the bass line at the dominant level The c bam begins with a rising fout-note motive,

a.nd the staggered entrances create an ascending scale (Example K(3). Initially the organ
provides the only accompaniment doubling of the voices, with some added material (particulacly
in lhe bass); this gene.rates an effect of a more angelic chorus without the weightier attachments
of the orchestra.

Essentially this opening section is a fugal exposition; the basses enter in P_Majorll (tn. 1),
the tenors answer.in C-Major (m. 2). the altos enter at the octave

frOIn

the basses (m. 5), and the

sopranos answer an octave above the teaors (m. 6). After the four voice parts have entered, the
trumpets and a:ombooes enter with the subject io an augmentation of dotted half OOtes, a

amlll!

fintulJ technique (m. 10) (see Example K .4) . The voices bad opened the movement in F-Lydian

11

F.Lydi.ul annot b.!; perceived until B-nanu::a4 ue prdiented (beginning: in m. 4).
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with an occasIOnal B-flat used as a passing to ne. but the augmentation 10 the brass alters the
Lydian into the Major mode (m. 13).

Example K.3--FugaJ U]>Osition: bass/teno r eottances
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Example .K..4-Canws /im:Jus in brass

,,

It H
".

IJ IJ IJ

Traditionally each line of text in the Kyrie is repeated three times, but this opening
section reveals that Durufle has no[ concerned himself with this particular detail o f foWl.
Instead the basses sing the firs t line fow times (with entrances

0 0 DlDl _ 1.

to, 14, and 19). and

the A Section comes across as an in.terwea\--l.ng of lines that creates one large statement.
Consisting of florid eighth-note passages passed from one section to ano ther. the lines avoid
clear-cut subsections. As the dynamic heightens to mt1J(!lfirlt the thythrnic activity

dCCIeas~

and the lines descend (m. 18). This cr~les a so.ull division, particulacly as this sub-section will
return. at the end of the A' section.

B SecriQn (rum. 26-49)
Durufle Cjuickens the tempo for the rest of this mOV'ement [Poco piu anima/oJ; the

contemplative acmospbere evolves into one o f mo te urgency. As in the first movement, only
the women sing in the B section , but unlike the Introit, th ey sing in two-part polyphony,
imitating each other with the first new melody clistinguished by its opening of (wo repeated

21

quaner notes. For me stttngs entrance (m. 26), the violins double the women's PattSi Durufle's

unNlo indiC2tiOOS in the violins might also be well served in the voices.
The Gregorian model iodiOiltes that aU but the final Kyle ,ltiJon should contain the same
melodic material; while Durufle uses the chant for the subject roateciat of the exposition. the
extra coompunw writings of the exposition

1$

well as Section B material ale of his creation.

Fa! the second deckmatioa of this text the women tum. to a second new melody while the
Engwh ho rns enter with two-part polyphony of the first melody.
Fo! the third declamation Duretle shortens the first melody and eventually reduces it to
simply

fenlllO

two-note entrances {Chmiel st2.cked upon jtsdf, alternating between the volces.

The intensity incrCl5eS as mo.te instruments are added, eithet doubling the voices or providing

extnl material; the initial pitnfo dynamic of this decbmation grows with a ('f'Uftndo and a moUo
C7'rlcendo

into a forti dynamic.

A' 5«tiog (mm. 49-74)
The inte%lsifying of the B section lC2ds directly to the jorlilJimo emrance of the lnsses (m .
49). This line with its descending perfect fifth opening is the 6n.a..I put of the original chant (see
Example K.5). Both the: A

20d

A' sections are simil:u to a fugal expositioo; here the orchestra

doubles and amplifies the jortiIS£mo dynamic. The F-MajoI bass entrance is followed by the
tenors at the dominant, with a perfect fourth opening as a tonal answer (m. 51). The alto enters
as expected at the octave to the basses (m . 52), but the sopranos surprise the order. instead of
entering Oll the downbeat, the esatblished pattern, the sopranos antic:ip2te their entrance by

beginning on the thitd be2t of the measure lK:fore the expected entrance (m. 52), and instead of
descending a perfect fourth, the F descends to a 8-aar (see Example K.5). The falling fifth F to
B-flat, in a dominant to tonic relationship, -along with the consistent occutreOce E-flats in the

22

foUowing measures, seem to tenuously shift the tonal center to B-flat, but this ends after a few
measures to fetwn to F-Major,

Example K.5-Pugal e""l>ositioo of the A' section
~
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The chain suspension material from the o pening section returns to release the intensity
which had generated starting in the B

section~

this section is an extended vawnoD of the originaJ

A Section, As the movement comes to a close, slnl/() entrances of the final tbe.me appear in the
winds (mrn. 69· 70), and like its predecessoI, the movement ends on an F-Major t:ri.a.d with soft
dynamics and augmentation-the theme in the horns stretches the eighth notes of the theme

into quarter notes before coming to rest
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Example K.I-Gregorian chant Kyrie
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Example K.2-Chart of form
II. KYRIE

A
Andante
p

nrf

\
1
F

A'

B
Poco piu animato
p

jJ

I
10

18

(1) Fugal exposition [tutti chorus&org]
in F-Lydian with subject derived from chant
(10) Chant in cantus fumus [tpt&tbn)
in F-Major
(18) Descending chain suspension material

26
a

p

pp

69

74

I
35

43

(26) Two-part canon
[A/vln2&S/vlnl] with eighth-note
accompaniment [strings]
(35) Double canon
[E.hm2&E.hml, S&A]
(43) Transition through imitative
treatment of head motive from
canonic material [S&A)

49
F

I
61

(49) Fugal exposition with final section
of chant [tutti chorus&orchestra} in F-Major
(SO) Cantus fumus [tpt&tbn]
(61) Descending chain suspension
material (see mm. 18-26)
(69) Instrumental entrances of
fugue head motive [£1, ob} with
augmentation [hm&vc]

As documented in the Lib" UmoliJ, three more requiem texts follow the Kyrie before the
Offertory rDombre JUII Chtiru]. The most obvious omission in the Durufle setting is W t of the
Sequence, which discusses the "Day of wrath," the day of the final judgement. This text h2s
been the centerpiece of other liturgical reCjuiems such as the one by Berlioz, but like Faure,
Durofle only sets the last two lines of this text, found later in the Pie Jesu movemeot.
Acco[(ling to the G regorian chant

m ode~

the text can be divided into two parts [Domint

jeJ1l Chtirle and the verse HOJliaij with smaller divisions in each section (see E:x:unple D .l , end of
this section). By his own "3dmission," however, this movement is one in which Durufle
removed himself from a strict adherence to the cbao t (see Program notes, in Chapter 2,

Overview). The end result is an overall three-part foon, ABC, with several smaller subdivisions.
to be outl.ined (see Example D .2, end of this section).
ASecrioa{mm. l-4l )

Contrasting to movements in which the chorus and the text serve as a foundation, the
orchestra now holds a more independent and prominent tole, evident by the fact the fust
twenty-one measures feature the orcbestra :a..lone. From the F -Major triad completing the
previous movement., the ttombones and ruba play -a sustained A. sounding like the iliird of the
key. Alternating with

me pedal tooe, the cbrinets p lay a chromatic "rise and fall" mo tive (R&F;

see E xample D .3.a) that eventllil.l.ly descends to a C-sharp. This motive will reappear in varu. tion
throughout the movement., usually at the end of phrases. As DuruOe does not set this
movement with:l direct re turn to opening material, this motivic llse ties the sections together.

Example D.3-" Rise and faU" motive with variations
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This preliminary material has no real stability and serves as an introduction to the rest of

the mo-vement. The C-sharp

s~es

as the dominant as the low strings enter with a mdody in f-

sharp-aeolian, the first instance of tonal stability (01. 9). After one full statement of this melody,
the horns eDter wlth a variatioo of that sume mdody with thtee-part pbning (m. 16).
After the two preseotations of the melody, the altos begin singing the text while the
-v:iola.s have a va.ri2tioo of it (ro . 22). The original Gregorian chant is not presented in as
straightforward a manner as in other movements. Rather the strings, horns, and altos use the
chant's first three notes as a head motive, and they maintain the chant's contour (see Example

D4).
Example D.4-Variatioos of chant melody

The variation in the alto line 3.dds :In underlying :lscendiog line comprised of the first
note sung in each measure. Melodic contow facilitates text painting, and typically Durufle uses
rising lines to emphasize liberation, parriculatly o f the soul- a theme present in me text Domine

Jew Christe, Rex glQrioe. libera animas [Lord Jesus Christ, King of gloIJI, liberate souls). This use of
contour as a text painting device will return in futw:e m ovements such as Pie Jesu.., which

portrays an earthly plea for rest, and 10 Paradisum. which discusses the soul's journey to heaven.
With the alto entraoce, the tonal center switclles every few m easw es--b--dorian (mm.
22-23) to B-Mjxolydian with the addition of the d-sh.a.cp (m. 24), A-Mixolydian (mm. 25-29) to e-
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aeow..n (ro. 30). The altos finish their solo section with a «rise wd fall" mo tive

00

the word

Iacu

that is echoed by the clarinets and violas (see Example D. 3.b) .

The ne.xt 5u bsunrial change occurs with the full cborus entrance ll( II f011t dynamic on the
text libffll tal rk on

wnu [deliver them from mouth of lion] in C.Mi.:c:olydi2.c. ([D. 35).

Announced

by the entrance of the timpani, this could be considered 90 musical "rou " painting the text. The
sections of the chorus then tiecrumuio

3S

the strings drop ou t for the phrase nt codon' in obmlTJl11J

[nor let them fall into darkness]; the sopranos use the same "rise and fall motiv e'} to end the

pbxase (see Example 0 .3.0).

B Section (nun. 42-97)
After completing the first put o f the antiphon, Durufle chooses to repeat and splice
together previous lines of text involving delivWUlce [Libtro tllJ tk on koniJ, libtra

taJ

de J>Ohzu

irifmri, tJ & pTOfo"do k/CJI]. From " darkness" the stcings rc· eo ter with ",orraJo forte triplets at a fa.ster
AJrimalo tempo in b·£lat·nUnor (m. 42). To increase the agitation the comrabasses and timpani

use propelling motives of a sixreeoili·note pickup preceding the downbeat The chorus sings in

OCClVes a.t a fortt dynamic C.tC2ting an insistent command, while the trumpets and uombones
anticipate the cho rus by a be2t to create a modified canOD at the fourth (see Example 0.5) .

Example D.5--Canon between the c borus and brass

;.. ,,"lb,..

I
For the second line of text me triplets are passed &om the strings to ilie high winds in
G-fb.t-MajoI, and to bridge to the next section a fanfare of ascending triplets a1temates bcrw-een
the ,<rings ....d wind, (mm. 55-56).
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The rcpetition of the text creatcs the divisions of the first three subsections, and the
second subsection contains the same material in c-sbatp-minor. Now the chorus sings in
thirds--:tltos and basses, sopranos and tenors paired at the OC[\lve. As the third trombone aad
tuba supplement the brass canon, the overall dynamic increases to jortiJsimo, and the alternating
of the triplet pattern between the strings and winds becomes more frequent
Fragmen~

of the text interspersed with t::rumpet fanfares further a sense of a hcightening

to the point of eruption; the intensity of the dynamic grows to an explosive triple forte (/ff).
When the chorus finishes the subsection with the additional text, ne radon' in obJOIrnm, the
darkness follows in the orchestra (en. 85). The rhythmic patterns of rhe brass cease as the
dynamic level falls to merr<o forte. The melody in the bass clarinet, bassoons, and 'cellos possesses
a «rise and fall" moti.,e vwtioo but also is put of the original mdody; this will return in the
horos at the conclusion of the movement (see Example D .3.d). Overlaying of the three-part
planing in the flu res, tremolo in the violins and triplets in the violas creates a .rhythmic haziness.

From the obscurity of the darkness, stability is achieved with the recum of mate.ri2.1 from the A
section (m. 16). The low strings play the first theme with the three-part planing of the homs.

CScction (mm. 98-169)
From a plea from the darkness to a request for the angel Michael. the light beater, the
text provides its own section break. To set this text. DucuOe uses violins, solo wind instruments
and the soprano section12; this lightened orchestration also suggests the division. In the C-Sharp4
minor cbord, the toruc of the new key, provided by the strings, the second violins provide a

subtle offbeat rhythm (m. 98). Over this accompaniment, the sopranos sing the chant mdodyat first, in canon with the oboe, and thea doubled by the bassoon. Using the dtree part planing
4

vari.ation of the otiginaJ theme, the trumpets and then the homs punctuate the sections o f the

l2 10 iatt.l editions Durufii s~ts w i.og 3 childteo's (:hou: fOI:" this secrioo WstC2d (See Appeodix D).
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melody, which ends with a "rise and fall"

motiv~

[QUOI11 olim Abrahae promi.JiJh}, the altos sing wilb
continu~

echoed by the 'ccUos. For the next line of text
th~

sopunos in parallel thirds (m. 117) and

alone for the second line; according to the chlOt model this text...oill return at the end

of the movement.
To accompany the baritone solo1.} in the upcoming subsection, Duru£le uses violas in
Irrmbh

HOJIJQs

and English horn for a darker sOWld. The English hom has the chaot melody from
to ojJmmUJ wd the baritone sings a variation o f the dunt for the remaindc.t of the texL
For the repetition of the tt:xtQllam oam Abrahae the women sing the same material as

before, but this time the sopranos continue with the second line. Then the boms enter with the
dukness Hrise and faU" motive to the end.

21 In larer editions Uld in other writings Duruflc
b:uitone solo .ectioas (.ee Appendix D).

indiat~
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his preference (or the secood tcoon :lIld buses

fO

sing-aU
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Example D.2---Chan of form

III. DOMINEJESU CHRISTE
A
Andante

Andantino

p
I
9

16

F(a)

f-sharp

-----p

B

Anlmato

f

1

--

22

31
e

I

ff

35

42

57

C

b-flat

c-sharp

70

(1) A pedal [tbn] transitions
from F with descending
R&F motive [cI]

(42) triplets [strings then winds (50)]

(9) variation 1 of chant [vc&cbl
in f-sharp-aeolian

(57) libera [brass and chorus]

(16) joined by three-part
variation 2 [bm] in
f-sharp-dorian

(22) vat. 3 [A] with var. 2 [via]
(25) lihem text
in A-Mixolydian
moving to e-aeolian
(35) I£bera (tutti chorus)
in C-Mixolydian

c

Poco piu lento

85

117123

e-flat c-sluup

(44) Librr-a [canon between
brass and chorus] in b-£lat-minor

(10) libera [chorusJ fragmented by
fanfares [tptJ reaching dynamic climax
fUf(l6)]

(85) orchestral obsC1IT1Im
by rhythm [£1, vln, vIa]
R&F /vat. 2 melody [b.c~ bsn, vcJ
(89) Vat. 1 [vc&cbJ and
vat. 2 [hm; see mm. 16-21]

I

98
113
E

145

e

I

159169

F-sharp

(98) c-sharp-minor chord with offbeat pulse [vln2)
Sed signijerehant melody [canon between ob. and S]
punctuated by Val:. 2 [tpt]
(lOS) melody continued [S doubled by bsn]
with echo [vel
(113) vat. 2 (hrn)

(117) Quam olim text [S&A)
with sustained harmonies [(lrg, vln, via]
(123) E/ G tremolo pedal [vla]
chant melody [e.hm]
(127) Ho.rtias with crescendo
[frompp (131) toJ (133)]

(145) E/G tremolo pedal [vh]
chant melody [e.hm]

(159) Qllam olim text [S&A]
(166) R&F/vat. 2 melody [hm; see rom. 166-169J

IV. SANCTUS
(Sanerus)
SancNS, Sa.nctus, Sancrus,

Hoir. Holy, Holy
Dominus Deus Sabaoth.

Lord God of Hosts.
Plew sunt ow et tern.
Full of b e2ven aDd r.a.rtb
gloria ma.
o f glory thy.

Hosanna in e;o;cdsis.
Hosanrua. in the higbeiit.

BcoedicNS

<jill ,-enit

Blessed wbo comes

in oomine Domini.
in DUIlt!: of Lord.
Hounna in c:xtelsis.
Hosanna in highest.

Occasionally set as [Wo separate movements, each of the two halves of this text-the Saocrus
and the Be.oedictus.--conclude with the line Hosonna in excrw. This auy suggest a two-pan
form;

bowev~>

as in the Domine Jesu Christe movement, Durufle moves away from foUowing

the letter of the chant (see Program notes, Cbapter 2, Overview). resulting in:l. temarr, ABA',
form (see Examples S.l, S.2, eod of iliis section).
A SectiQ!1 (mm. 1-23)

Considering the constnlctlon of the opening, this movement bea.cs many similarities to
the Introit. Sustained d-minoe chords in the clarinets and horns suspend over the strings. Again
Durufle features the low strings. with the violas' moving sextuplet pattern contai.ning d-minor
arpeggios combined with the osfilfaio bass of the 'cellos and conu3basses (see Examples S.3.21.Dd

b).
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Example S.3--Fabric creatc:d by strings
(, ) <D
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f

Typically the Sanctus text is set featuring the three-pan declatru.tion o f the word S01Utur,

this stems from the biblical passage "Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of basts: the whole earth is full
o f his glory" (Iswh 6:3). DUlUOe goes fwther to set the opening lice three times as well,

Instead of the Iauoit's unison melody sung by the men, the women s.ing the chant supported by
muted violins in F. M.jor, which in combination with the low strings' d·minor again creates tonal
ambiguity. The end o f the first statement J:esuh:s in a cadence o n D-MajoI. the '1Jrighr" cbord of
the first movement (m. 6). For the second. oboes and bassoons en ter with the voices and
violins, and the addition ofb-naturals creates a mode clunge to F-Lychn which concludes on an
F-Major triad. The voices with the additio n of the clarinets finisb the third
while the

Dt/itlato

sta{em~ t

in C-Major

of the low strings appears to be in a-aeolian (see Enmple S.3.c).

00 each consecutive entrance, th e rust SOptUlO line rises by thirds while the dynamics

increase-from pimlO to meW' forte to fortt.

nus also corresponds co the opening section of the

Introit- After the third statement the women sing the rest of the teXl in a siro.iJ.u three-part
fashion in d-minor,

B Section (rom. 24-55)
The altOS then repeat the H oItlnno on a D pechl while the accompaniment slowly evolves

with the sextuplets moving to the clarinets. The harp. 'cdIos, and contrabasses play on the beat,
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and the timpani and violas p layoff the beat, while the horns and trumpets interject with figures
containing sixfeenth notes that foreshadow the climax.
As the stci.ngs perpetuate the offbeat figures, the flutes and harp play new patterns of
sextuplets (see Example SA). The only text of the B Section is the line Hosanna in e..welsis; the
sopranos and altos sing it in an imperfect caoon at the thi.rd. separated by a beat at 9. pionisIimo
dynamic . locreasiog to a meZtfJ Jorte dynamlc, the tenors then sing (m. 31), foUowed by imitative

entrance of the basses (m. 33). The altos and sopranos enter above the men (nun. 35 aad 39
respectively), creating a four-part texture at a forte dynamic that will build to a homophonic triple

j()rtt (fD) accentuated with the tllm forces of the orchestta (ro. 41}-the peak of the fus t half of
&qlliem.
Exam p1e S.4-F lu(e and harp soctuplet pa tte rn
~

,

,

,

,

,

,

fl
)

r

The movement begins to dUmS(tnM as the men and wome n sing as two distinct choirs
(m. 46). The forte dyn amic also fades through a decrease of performers-tbe women's choir
finishes leaving the men's c hole, then the tenors end leaving just the basses. Finally only the
horns are left to sustain a D-narural pedal alone -as a bridge into the next sectioo.

A' Section (mm. 56-66)
The vJola sextuplet pattern and the 'cello and cootnlbass ostinaltJ begin again, and this
secoon returns to the Illusic following the Sanetus, Sanetus, SanetJJ! introduction of the A section.
Following the Hosanna the movement simply ends. DurufIe provides a slight augmentation as

the sextuplets

turD

to sixteenth Dotes, but the ending seems more abrupt than those prepared

eadie!, as in the first movement where the sixteenths had been extended to quarter notes.
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Example S.l--Grcgorian cbanr: Saoctus
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Example S.2-Chart of form
IV. SANCTUS

A

--

B

Andantino

p

mf

I

1
F (d)

7
6
(D)

1

"'I

12

16

C (a)

d

pp

"'I f

I
24

28
D

32

36
34
E-flat

1lf f
46

pp

I
56

I

66

d

(1) d-minor texture of sextuplets [vb] and ostinato [vc&cb] (24) offbeat pattern in the accompaniment [timp, hrp (56) ostinato [vc&cb]
and sextuplets [vla]
with F-Major chant [SSA&vln) ending in D-Major
low strings) with anticipatory sixteenth-note fanfare
in d-minor with chant
(l) repetition of chant in F-Lydian
[hID, tpt]
in F-Major beg1nning
(28) two-voice imitation [S&A] with new
(12) repetition of chant in C-Ma;or, accompaniment
.
.
with a d-minor chord
sextuplet pattern in D-Major
In a-nuno!
[SSA] (see mm. 16-20)
(32) two-voice imitation [T&B] with rhythmic
layers [sixteenths---cl, fanfare-hm,
(16) text Pleni 11Inl coefi and Hosanna in d-minor
sextuplets--vIa1 moving into
E-flat Major with an occasional lowered
leading tone [for Mixolydian color]
(36) builds to four-voice polyphony [SATB] with
dense accompaniment [tutti arch]
-reaching alff climax (41)

(46) double chorus polyphony [TB&sSA] in d·-minor
breaking down to a sustained D {hm (54-55)]

V. PIEJESU
(Sequ enc~xcerp t)

Pie Jc.su Domine,
McrcifulJeew Lord,
dooa cis requiem Isempitemam:kl·
grant to them fest {nerlasring1.

The l.:.ist five lines lof the Sequence] Wa'e supplied by .0 Wlkncrwn penon. H0ui6ed by the till!! of the fuse
penon swguW- in the Sequeoce, jthis persOIl] ,dded the paya 'Pic: Jesu Domine. dOIl2 cis requiem' so a.s
to include all the sou1& o f the deputed.
Thi5 personal medit:uioo o( death and judgemcot diuwi» che 50JemB saeciry of the Requiem
Mus ... (t may be chat, in IccordUlce with Pope P.ul', wOlds in the LihlW ulUbiJdifJlr, th.it. ~c.fOllD {of
ICOlOViog this Sequence ttom the ttl2ssj wilJ. joon be ca.r:ried out. (Robcmon 20)

This moveQlefl l truly be compared to the Pie Jesu movement of Faures Requiem. Both
composers have chosen the gendest portioo of the Sequence. set it for

$I.

treble soloist, and

pbced it after the Sancros, H owever, it should be pointed out that amongst the similarities there
2.lC

also striking differences. In Faures setting a soprano (occas.iona.Uy a boy soprano) sings an

angelic, elevated melody.

Duru£Je avoids creating an "etbe.reaJ" work (see Prog:ram notes,

Chapter 2, Overview). His movemem uses a meuo.sopCUlOlS, singing mostly i..a ber lower

register with desce.ncling lines. Due to Durufle's use of range, tat painting and timbre, the
sound seems tied more to this 'World rather than the next one.

11Us m ovement sets the shortest text, a SIll3.ll, but significant portion of the Sequ~ce.
In many ways it CaD be compared to the Agnus Dei, with its three·time repetition of the same
[ext. Through repetition of the text, which is not ditected by the chant this time, Durufle creates
a tluce-part, ABA', foan (see EJtlUllples P. t. P.2, me end of this section).

2.l

Suwpil6f1lQllt wu DOC originally 'I. put of the Seq\lcnce text. Fawe and DuroBe p.t'obtbly derived ic from the thitd

invoaciOD or Agous Dei cen..

A. witb all the Ba.ritooe ,010 section!, Robert Shaw had the entire section sing this solo in his Teluc reco[~
no tilerature M.s beCClloeated scting DuruDe's preference ror w, c.hange (see Appe.odix D).

l!.
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.4 Section (mm. 1-25)
The movement opens with thin orchestration in A-fbt-Majo!, a ttitone away from the dminOt

ending of the Sancrus.

Th~

organ ~d suings, minus the violins. accompany the mezzo-

sopnno, and not all forces will play together until the end. The mezzo-soprano's melody is a
sligbdy modified rendition of the chant. While, in the Domine Jesu Christe, the alto's ascending
line outlined the upward journey of the soul, this O1dody contains a compelliog downward

motion. As previously discussed, contour stresses a spicituallocation; the descent points to
earth. Alongside me vocal solo, DUlUDe adds a 'cello solo, which echoes the eod of the vocal
line [dona ,is n9,vitm] for the A section. The lines ale tepeatcd again a third higher. modified to
remain in

A~flat-Major.

and they grow £root a piano dynamic to a mttto forte. The second half of

the phrases [dona eiJ JT(l',itml emphasizes c-minor. the key of thl! mecfua.nt.

D Section (= . 26-49)
From a cadence on C-Major, Durufle uses mode mixture to build in a piolliI.rimo bridge
that grows to afortt in e-O,at-minor in two measures (mm. 24-26). To heighten the plea, the
~olois(

sings in ber higher register; the pinnacle of the movement is berjortiJsimo F-shup. The

mezzo-soprano and the 'cdIo create more intensity in their upper range than their

higb~

counterparts would

This middle section contains a lot of harmonic movement by thirds for the second half
of the phrase [d.:lna tis rrqllitm1 . While the melodic line descends the chords in the strings slowly
ascend in a "creeping" u shion 'With the 'cellos moving on the first and Last beats of the measure
(see Europle P.3). Duru.£le releases the tension as everything becomes quieter, Ca/ma"tiQ poco a

poco.
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Example P.3--Vpward motion in the 'ceUos
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A J Section (rnm. 50·60)
This movement strongly resembtes the Inuoit in its formula of cecum. The tonal center

rerum!; to that of the beginning, i\~£l.at-Major as the orchestra, specifically the 'cello soloist,
contains the dune melody. This switch casts the voice in a more subdued .role; the mezzosoprano intones the text on one pitch, middle C. This time the augmentation comes in the vocal

linc, extending the word sempitemom [everlastingJ.
In the closing section, the organ enters for the first time in the movement; along with the
strings, it plays sustained chords in the first balf of the phrase. For the second they employ
descending movement with motion occurring on the first and last beats of the measure. The
dynamics fade to a triple piano (ppp).
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Example P.l--Gregorian chant Sequence excapt
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II

Example P .2--Chart of fotnl
V. PIEJESU

------

mf

1

10

A

Andante esptessivo

p
!

B- - - - - - - -

Pill animato

f

p
19

.ff

I

26

f

mf

30

Tempo 1

A'

p
I

50

ppp
I
60

15
A-flat (c)

c

(1) chant in c-phrygian [M.S.] with sustained accompaniment
in A-fIat-Major [strings]
(8) echo of chant [vel
(10) text repeated with alteration of melodic line
to move into c-minor for second phrase
(19) repeat of last phrase
(22) echo of chant [vel
(24) use of C-Major chord leads to next section

e-flat [movement in thirds]

A-flat (D-flat)

(26) chant in e-flat-minor);
chord movement by thirds (f-sharp, A,
c-shatp, e, G ... )
(30) climax of chant accompanied by
rising line [vel

(50) chant in D-flat-Lydian
[vc] with intonation of text;
word painting for
sempitmttll'll

VI. AGNUS DEI
(Agnus Dei)
Agow Dei,
Lamb of God,
qui tollis peccats mundi,

(you) who ukc away sins of world.
dona d.s requiem.
grant them rett.

Agnw Dei,
Lamb of God,

qui collis pecata tnWldi.
(you) who l2kc away aw. ofwodd,
dOQ;l W rtquiem.
gn.nt thUD te.l.

Agnw Od,
Lamb of God,
qui tolI.i.s peecatl mllDdi.
(you) who take away ains of world,
dODll cis requiem sempitan.am...

grant lhem ret l everwting.

The chant venian of the Agous Dei text contains three ideotic21
the additioo.·ll wotd stmjJifmJtl111 attached

(0

the last sta tement

s ~temeots

(s~

of the antiphon with

Example A.1, end of this

section). Durufli repeats this text mOle than wee rimes, but the three.patt cha.cacte.r is retained

in 1.0 ABA' fonn (see Example A.2, ead of this section).

A SecUoo (rom. 1.15)
In contrast to the placid ending of the previow movement, the violas and 'ceUes play in
offbe2.t thirds doubled by the harp (see Enmple A.3). nus snteeoth·note figwe accompanies a

melody presented by a solo clarinet; the m~ody has no appaxent chaat base (see Ex2mple A.4).
The movement begins in C.Major, a chromatic third away from the A-Flat-~;or ending of the

Pie Jesu.

Example A .3--"Ofibe:at thirds" figute

Ex-;unpJe A.4--First original melody of th~ movement

d ,

i~-2r;,-1 1_1J_I-,,---J_1_1_)_10
-=4

Duruflc appears to associate the timbre of the lower instrUments and voices with tlrthIy
matters. The Agnus Dei ten conveys a plea directed to Jesus for the safe-keeping of the
deceased; it.is first sung by the altos. At £he end of the first st:lt~ent of the antiphon the
bassoons echo the end o f the phnlse [dona tis rtqUllm] with some mode mixtuIe into c-minor (m.
13).

B SectiO/l (mm. 15-57)
From the opening 2/4 m(';ter, Durufle switches to 4/ 4 and inttoduces a second origiruJ
melody. presented in the firSt violins (see Example A.4). The "offbeat thirds" figure ends, but
the

s~teeatb

motion continues using a fluttering pattern in the second violins.

Example A.4-Sccond original melody of the movemrnt

The teoors sing the text a fifth higher (m. 19) with half notes inserted extending the

phrases. Instead of the echo foUowing the=: phnse coding, the bassoon doubles the second half
of the statc::men t and its e'Xtettsion. which leads to the new key of B-fiat-Mixolydian.. The
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clarinets join the second violins and divide to create harmony for the sixteenth notes as the
second sopranos and second altos sing in canon at the fourth separated by a beat.
For this movement it becomes apparent that either of two options are available for
reconciliation of textual and metric accents . In foDowing traditional metric accents the accent

would be displaced for each of the enttaDces of the te:rt chus far. For the altos at the opening. it
would have been placed on the ficst sylJable of Dti (tn. 8). For the tenors, the acceut falls on the
first syllable of Ag11llf (ro. 19) as it would be for the second sopranos in the canonic section (m.
25). For the second altos, however, the accent would then fall oa the second syllable of Dti (m.
25). It is un.li.kely that Durufle asks for constant accent changes, even taking into account a
desire to emphasize different parts of thl": text~. DuroO~ stressed the need for removing tbe
notion of strong and weak beats when perfonning &qlliem. Perhaps the accent of the first
statement, using the proper accent in the lAtin on the second syUablc of Dtt~ should be upbeJd
for all recw:ring statements ignoring metric accents. 1bis interpretation seems particular.ly

favorable in consideration of the twO-DOtl": phrase llSed for that syllable as well as the first
syUab ll": of I1tllnth~ which provides its own sort o f accent.
Durufle repeats his use of canoo following the previous subsection; this time the first
sopranos :and first altos sing in canon at the fourth separated by a beat in E--flat-Mixolydian. The

harp replaces the c:larinl":ts in playing with the violins in the sixtl":enth-note figure. The flute plays
this figure in augmentation with slight variations and is similar to the harp (Jstina/(J in the A'
section of the first movemeot.
This canon resolves with the men's entrance on the last linl": o f text [dona

as rtquitm] (m..

36). The strings stop their sixtel":oth notes and double the voices: violin one with sopca.oos,

26 ''l"hi3 diffutot'1: in mctric:U stress might simply b~ a ounet of noucion; on the other blUld, it aUght well
symboliz~ the unity of Christ as both God wd mlUl" (Appleton 57). II seems the former is more likely as Durufl6
was Mttmpriag to Ittoocile wa.nc ud modem nou.Uon (s~e Plognm nota, Chaptu 2. Overview).
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violin two with altos, 'cello one with tenors, 'cello two with basses. The ending cadence resolves

in

B-fht-Major-G-fh~ A -fh~

B-fht (men. 3S-39)-ond is used again in augmentation (men. 40·

41) .

At this point only the harp hu sixteenth notes; these fade as the second original melody
comes in the violas in ErDat-Major (m. 43). While the basses sing the last line of text in a
broken fashion, the chant melody is provided in the English hom and the first bassoons (00. 4<i)

with the half notes inserted like the eadier tenor statement. The chorus then enters with a gminor chord stating the last line again in homophony (ro . 50).
The

fOfD)

of this movement has been outlined differently in other analyses 21 . What has

been labeled here as the B Section rests as the center o f that con troversy. The rust debate

ttl..3}'

occur over the tenors' statement of the text. which could be inte.tpreced as a direct repeat of the
opening A Section. H owever, when examined separately, the B Section appears as its owo

tel:IUUY structure. The fonnula derived from the first movement can easily be applied here .
Upon the rerum of the "an subsection., the chant is relegated to the instruments while the voices
merely imooe the ten. h can also be oOled that the second origirul melody also is used in the
«a" and "a'" sections. These all contribute to :a smaller ternary foon, and duough that cohesion
act as one unit when placed in a larger context. The following A' section truly serves as a tetum
to the opening of the movement; it is so compelling like the first A Section that no other part
can truly be another A.

A 'Section (mm. 58-68)
The "offbeat thirds" figure returos in the vlOlaS and 'cellos and is accompanied by the
harp. A solo hom now plays the first original melody in C-Major (ttl. 58). While the sixteenths
expectedly change to the fluttering patte.tO in the violas and violins, the chorus retains the
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hom.ophonic chord use. As in the previous section, the sopranos and basses even stay on G,
and the chorus cadences twice to G, completing the th.ird statement of the liturgical text which
ends with rr911itm umpitmul1l1 [rest everlasting] _ The sixteeoths in the orchestra become triplets,
then eighth notes before dying away It>mimdon) in G·MajoI.

:n £alon divides the Aguus Dei into 11 rout·section movemeClt, llD A(1-1S) 8(15-25) C(25-51) D (58--68) while
Reyoolds 5ug&dts a tluec-put.A(1-24) B(2S--4 1) A'(42-63). foan .
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Example A.I-Grcgorian chant Agnus Dd
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Example A.2---Chart of form

VI. AGNUS DEI

B

A
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Andantino

p
I
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p
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f

I
7

c
(1) first original melody [eI]
over offbeat thirds
accomparument
[vla&vc1 in C-Major

(J) chant [A]
(13) echo (bsn] in c-minor
(15) return to C-Majo!

13
c

15

17

25

31

C

e

B-flat

E-flat

---_

m/pppp
I

42

50

56

B-flat E-flat

(g)

C

58

I
64

68

38

(17) second original melody [vinl]
introducing chant fT] in e-pb.tygian

(25) chant in canon [S2&A2] at the fourth in B-flat-Mixolydian;
accompanied by fluttering sixteenths [cl&Vln2]
(31) chant in canon [Sl&Al] at the fourth
in E-flat-Mixolydian;
fluttering sixteenths continue [hrp, vlnl&2]
(36) resolution of canon [SATB] with repeat of cadence
in augmentation
(42) second original melody [vl.aJ
(45) intonation of text [B]
(46) chant [hm&bsn)
(51) intonation of text [SATB]; fluttering sixteenths resume
with an authentic cadence C-Major

m

G

(58) first original
melody [hm] over
offbeat thirds

(64) text requiem
sempite,."am [SATB]
over fluttering
sixteenths cadencing
in G-Major

VII. LUX AETERNA
(CoDlIDwUon)
Lux aetUCll luceat eis, Domine:
Lig ht eternal Jet shine OD mem, Lord,

Cum sanctis tuis in aetc:.mum:
With saints your (or etem.ity;
qw pius es,
for merciful you

afC~ .

0/.) Requi~ aetet'CllUll dona cis, Domine,
Rest eternal graot to thtm, Lord,

et lux pupctuQ luceal 65.
and.light pcrpeftlaJ may shine 00 them.

The Lux Aetema falls into two parts, an antiphon (lux aelemal and a verse IRtquiem atltmam) . In
this m ovement, Durufle uses the fonn suggested by the text to

CIe2te

a binary foan, AB, that

divides itself almost egually in halves (see Example L\1..1, Lu.2, end of this section).

A Section (rom. 1-28)
This movement sbifts away from the focus of previous movements; the Lux Aetema
text recalls the i.nnge of Michael the light-bearer first mentioned in the other atypical movement,
Domine Jesu Christe. Like the Domine Jesu Ch.ciste movement, the orchestra has a more
substantial tole. Only the winds :LOd strings play for the first eight measures . The t».ssoon solo
plays an original melody in d-phrygian, fust with the flutes and cla.rinets. and repeats it
accomp:m.ied by the low strings em. 5). For this movement, Durufle takes the most advantage of
aiteration of meter in order to create the fluctuating accents of the chant. He notates i.t.t the
score fa crocbB ito1t lo1l}OlffJ 10 mJcht (the eighth note equals always the eighth oote1, which has been
the case in all previous movements, but never before bas be alternated so frequently.
However, this not support the hypothesis that Durufle merdy uses meter changes to
compensate for irregular textual accents. in the next subsection. the choir enters accompanied

S1

by the organ [ad libitum]. Only the sopranos, who have the chant melody, sing with text (see
Example Lu.3). The Beoe:diccines interpret cbant intO groups of two and three, and Duru£le
marks the melody with brackets indicating the eighth-note groups. 1b.is places accents on the
'''wrong'' syllable, but the 'Benedictine int~retation of chant is not concerned with always
preserving the textual accent
... the composer is 2.n uris" Dot a meclwll.c; the vaW text is the we-off of his flight. The rododic ordcz
bas often suggcsted at impOicd I .thythmic groupiog indcpeDdent of the words taken by themsdves.
(Lib". Ul1IaM.xxxii)

Example

Lu.~hant

melody with cOnflicting metrical and textual accents

The ache.( three parts sing on the syllable "au" acting more like wind instruments than
vocalists- similat to the womeo's bridge material in the A Section of the fust mov-ement. While
the chant is in F-Mixolydian, the lower voices are in d-minor.
After the sopranos complete the text, an English hom solo plays the origin.al melody

accompanied by the flutes and clruinets. The mdody is in a-phrygian and the accompanimen t is
in F-Major.

The chant returns accompanied by the doubling of the organ, and also by a solo flute
who plays the chant in an imprecise canon at the octave separated by a beat. The mdody is in
C-Mixolydian and the hattnony is in a-pluygi>n.

B SectiOD (mrn. 29-59)
The B Section returns to the text of the Incroit and, reflecting Da:rofle's style in setting
this plea, contains its own srruller-scale te.mary fonn. Instead of the A section accompaniment

constructed of winds and the lower voices, the opening and closing o f the B section use a string
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accomparument with a more somber sound. Durufle uses pedal point transitions to maneuver
from one key to another. The violins enter v.>ith a prolonged C-natuI~ this was the third of the
previous key and becomes the dominant in the new key, F-Major. 'When the remainder of the
strings enter the setting becomes more stalely; qw.ner ootes replace the eighth notes used by the

winds and sopranos in the A section. While the violins continue to sustain the pedal toae. the
sopr:mos and tenors intone the text at an octave C.
Upon completion of the te.l:t, the A section melody returns as the center of the B section

It is p12yed by -an oboe soloist but 2ccompanied by the strings in d-phrygian. The chorus adds to
the return of the opeoiog by following the solo with the last line of the A section text {quia pillI
tJj (m. 46).

Again Durufle employs

\l

pedal point a:ansition. An F-pedal point is presented in the

violins this time to cadence into B-flat-Maj or, and is perpetuated in the Jow voices, the altos and
basses. Besides the string

accomp~ent,

the hom and harp offer accents to the F -pedal on

the last beat of some of the IDe1lSurCS. This evenrua1ly leads to the alternation of the B-flatMajol chord in the beginning of the

me~U!e

in the strings and Otgan, and the d-minor chord in

first inversion (with the plocn.inent f) in the winds and harp.
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Example LUol-Gregorian chant: Communion
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Example Lu.2--Chatt of form

VII. LUX AETERNA

A

B
,..,,-,

,,--';-(;-----~~~,

........... '

";';'-1;-",,,

..... _,

Tempo poco pili animato Tempo

Moderato

p
mf
p
pp
,
l----------------------------------------------~---------------------22
29
9
16
38

p

mj

1
d

F

a

(1) original melody [bsn] in d-phrygian with sustained
accompaniment [winds (1-4); strings (5-8)

F (C)

d

,,"---~-)--------,

" .... ""

Tempo poco p iu arumato

ppp
1
48
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B-flat

(29) C pedal point [vln] transitions to F-Major
(30) intonation of text [S&TJ on C pedal

with accompaniment [strings]
(9) chant [S] with quarter note accompaniment
[ATB without text, org]

(16) original melody [E.hmJ in a-phrygian with F-Major
accompaniment [£l&cI]
(22) chant in canon [S&£1] with accompaniment
[ATB without text, org] in a-phrygian

(38) original melody rob} with accompaniment [strings)
in d-phrygian
(46) text qllia pillses (see rom. 14- 15)
(48) F pedal point [vln] transitions to B-flat-Major (see mm. 29-37)
(49) intonation of text [A&B] 0:0 F pedal
with accompaniment [org, strings, and hm/hrp
accentuation of F pedal on the llast beats of rum. SO, 52, 54}
(57) alternation of B-flat-Major chord [strings&winds]

The text for this movement is not technically part of the Requiem mass; rather, the Libera me is
a Responsory from the Office for the Dead recited following the mass. While the Sequence had
been omitted earlier, Duru£le does set the D;ef irat text of the Responsory, tbe only text in the
first person in &qllz'mr. This is the tbitd movement Durufle named as having beeD expanded
beyond the chant model The original text is based upon three sets of antiphons and verses with

a repeat of the opening (see Example Li,1, end o f this section) , However. duougb repetition of
text, the movement results in an ABCA' [oan (see Example L.2, end of this section).

A SecaQn (mm. 1-33)
The movement begins with a C-sharp octave pedal phyed by the trombones. In the
Domine Jesu Christe movement the opening A pedal served as the mediant of both the previous

and the new movements. In this movement the pedal tone does oat fit as neady, but the Csharp is the enharmonic minor medlant of the Lux Aeteroa ending [in B-Oat-Major] and the
dominant of the new key of [-sharp-minor,
Two measwes late.t, the horns enter with a syncopated tonic triad in first inversion (m.
3). The violins and violas continue the chord with eighth-note repetition as the <cellos play o n
the o ffbeats (see Example 1.1.3). The strings support the basses as they sing the text alone.
Their melody is based upon the contour of the chant
Example 1.i.3-0ffbeat pattern of the 'cellos

As Duruflc does not strictly adhere

to

the chant, he also uses new harmonic material

The basses sing a descending octatOnlC scale on the text cotA· mowndi SJlfll ellnro [heavens to be

2t

While not indicated in the Jeffers translatioo. the chant a$ quoted in the LJfm- U/UOlif 5t::1tes tlut following the final

vette the. o pening should be repeated wuilptrWr""'
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moved are and earth]. While the heavens and orth ate "moving» the 'cellos and basses move as

well, using a rising octatoruc sC2.le that makes effective use of dotted eighth-note/sixteenth-note

pairs to paint the mOboo (mrn.. 12-13).
Durufle quotes the next section of the chant more precisely in the horns, which is played

in cwoe by the """'pelS (rom. 14-15; see Example Li4).
Example Li.4--Chant in canOD of the brass

,

®

,
J• ~

' 1-, ,

,

t

,,

,
The fow sections of the chorus sing the text imibcively. The tenors begin (ro. 14). foUowed by
the basses (m . 15). When the altos eoter (ro. 18), the intensifying effect of me polyphony is
acceotwted by the tempo tn2LkingAllimondo poco a /J«O. the inc.rease in dyuunic and the
rhythmic activity in the orchestra. The oboes and bassoons have repeated triplet figures while
the brass Q,Od harp have aItenl2ting eighth-note patterns, Finally the sopranos

etlteJ:,

and the

chorus begins to sing in homophony as all the instruments play. This builds to :a flrti.uimo
dynamic on the word

ignt!1f

[fire) (ro. 28). The second violins and violas introduces a new

sixteenth-note figure while the chorus and the remainder of the o rchestra swtaio an E-fl.at~ior

chord., with the exception of the contrabasses-they play an A-rutrural for fifteen

measures . This "added note" prevents a real sense of toaal subility.

B Section (= . 34-87)

Durufle slows down the tempo but continues the sixteenth- note figure in the: 'cellos
while the clarinets, bassoons. and violas perpetuate the E-flat-Major chord [At this point., the
key signature has changed to one of duee flats; bowever, the A in the contrabasses persists.)
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The baritone solojs~ sings the first verse; the melody is at first closely reb ted to the chant but
becomes modified past the first line {Trmmlljocoo ... ). The section had begun wirh an o!itato

piano statement, but it builds to aforte dynamic in the high tegister of the baritone range (mm. 41-

42).
This intensity subsides to a repetition of the line QIJantk roeli molJtndi JIInt et teml sung by
the chorus in homophony . The walking octatonic motive is still used in the fourth bom and the
low strings.
The text of the sequence, which before was avoided, has been used here. Like the
opening of the movement, the basses sing fust to he joined later by the chorus. This subsection
begins in a-phrygnn at a S'IIbito flrtiJJimo dynamic at an Animato tempo. The melody begins like
the chant, but Duruf1e makes more modifications beginning with the word calantitatiI. The horns
double the basses.

The entire chorus sings the Dies ;rae in thirds doubled by the winds at a triple forte (/ff)
dyn:u:nic (rom. 64-75). This gives way to eighth-note figures that resemble the opening; they

begin iD the horns and are continued in the strings. The chorus repeats the text Dum wnuir; the
sopranos, altos, and tenors sing in homophony as the basses start a measure later.

C Section (mm. BS-l0s)
An A-Major chord presented in the organ creates the pedal point for the next
subsection. The sopranosll sing a more deuched melody with the ten that was also in the
Introil, Requiem aelemom; they are accompanied by the winds and the organ . .A. moclified version
of the melody appears in the violas and 'cellos (cHowing the sopranos.

]0

Again, Durofl': tc:qucstcd tlut thc b.a.ritonc solo

~

sung by all ba.titoocs and second
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tellOts.

A 'Section (=.106-129)
As p.rescrib<!d by the chant, the op~niog section cecums. Now the choNs sings in

sosttnllto unison octaves at ;1 pianissitno dynamic supported by the repeated eighth notes m the
strings. Upon completion o f the text, the trumpets and tenors aJteroate with an echo of the final
words per ignem. The altos 2nd (enors then repeat the opening lines again with some

augmentation. The movement concludes at a triple piano (PPp).

I I Durufli suggests thac ~ children's choic could be used untClld of the lIopl'lI.no section.
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Example Li.l---Gre:gorian chant: Responsory
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Example Li.2--chart of form
VIII. UBERA ME

--

A

B

Seaza rigore
Animato

fp

I

1

nrf

J

fJ

p

Andantino
Animato

if

f

I

15

34

46

50

PiU lento

iff
64

p
77

Tempo 1

pp

I

J

p

J

p

PPP

I

I

88

106

129

A

f-sharp

(88) A-Major pedal

(106) text Libera me
[SATB, see mm. 5-19]
in f-sharp minor
(119) per ignem echoes

28
f-sharp (C-sharp)

(E-flat)

(1) C-sha.cp pedal [tbn]
followed by f-sharp-minor
offbeat pattem [hm&tpt]
(5) text Ubera me with
cighth-note and offbeat
accompaniment [strings]

a

(34) chant [B.S.] with sixteenth-note accompaniment

(4Q) textQuando coek [SATB, see nun. 11-14] with
"moving" accompaniment [vc&cb]

(50) text Dies irat fB&htoJ in a-phrygian over

(11) text quando coeli with tremolo a-minor chords [strings]
octatoruc scale and
"moving" accompaniment (64) text Dies irae [SATB&winds, see mm. 50-63]
[vc&cb]
(17) eighth-note figures [hm&sttings] leading
to text Dum veneris (see mm. 15-19]
(15) text Dutil venem using
(83) delayed entrance fB] creates
staggered entrances [[(15),
echo effect for phrase per ignem
B(16), A(19), S(22)] with chant
in canon [hm&tpt]
(28) builds to climax on
an E-flat-Major chord
with an added A [cb];
sixteenth notes added

chord [org]
(89) chant [S]
(98) chant
[vc&cb]

(123) text Libera me
[A&T] with augmentation
over eighth-note figure

IX. IN PARADISUM
(Antiphon)
In puadisum cleducaot te Angeli:

loto paradise may iC2d you Angw;

in two advent\) suscipwlt te Martyres,
upon yout arrival wclcome you MartyrS,
et pet:ducant tc in Ovllllltem

and lead you ioto city

SaoCWD Jerusalem.
bolt J erusalem.

Chorus Angdorum te suscipi.at,
ChoU: of angels yo u may welcome,
et cum Lazaro quood:un paupue
and with Lazarus once poor,
aetetnam habeas reqwem..

ettt1U1 have (Ht.

Dutu£1e follows the chant model for this movement (see Example Pa.l, end of this section).
The Antiphon is divided into two sections resulting in a binary, AB. fattn (see Example Pa.2.
end of this section). This text is to be sung as the funeral procession goes to the cemeteryj
Durufle calls this "the ultimate answer of Faith to all the questions, by the flight o f the soul to
Paradise" (see Program notes, Chapter 2, Overview).

A Secuon (=. 1· 16)
The orchestra no longer possesses its Hall too human sonorities" (see Program Notes).
Thls is the only movement in which the celeste [a "celestial" instrument] appears; the harp plays

with harmonics and the strings are muted. The chant is in F-sharp-Mi>:olydian. However, a
tonal center is not easily identifuble wough the orchestnl. The celeste> h2rp. violins and violas
rust present a C-sharp /D-sharp cluster. The C-sharp is the dominant of both the previous
movement and this one, but the D-sbarp is as prominent and suscained a note as the C-sharp.
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Gal.dually this stackio.g of nores accelerates with the addition o f the remaining 6ve violin
sections; the note values progress from a whole, half and then quartet notes. This culminates in
the SOptruloJ2 entrance. Whereas the use o{ the alto or mezzo soprano voices indicated more
earthly and gtounded singing, the soprano line tises without weight-angels leading the soul to
patadise.
After each phrase sung by the sopranos, a solo hom echoes the endings twice (mm. 6-8,

12-14). When the soul anives in the holy city Jerusalem [t:ivila/em Ion./am JtSTJiJo/tmJ, the slow
chord mutations and suspensions in the orchestra change to tegub.t bannaruc changes on the
half note (m. 14).

B Secr;ioy (rom. 17-30)
For the second section the organ enters for the fust time in
flute stop, the organ plays the cbant melody (m. 19). The
(Ch011lJ .4t§kfllm]; predictably

t~t

me movement.

Using the

refers to a l'cboir of angels"

Durufle scores this section for the full chorus in homopbony .

Ocus.ionally he even divides the sections to create six- or seven-part harmony.
The

wt r.hord sung by the chorus is F-sharp-Major with the minor seventh added in the

first alto part. After the chorus finishes the celeste and mob add the ninth (f-sharp, a-sharp, csharp, e-oatural, g-sharp) . The work began ambiguously in F-Major and ends in F-shatp-Major
ambiguously; it is difficult to discover a nanual key relation between these two. lUther it seems
that,. like the soul., the tooal center has raised itself to anothet plane.

By adding these las t two movements

[0

the

wOIk~

Dwufle creates a unique cycle. &qllim:

begins and ends on its title word rl!9I1itm.

Durufli hu indicated his prefaeDce fef
Appeodix D).

]l

I

childreo's cheir in this scctioo until the tutti chero eotrlUlce (see
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E.xample Pa.l-Gtegorian chant Antiphon
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Example Pa.2-Chart of form

XI. IN PARADISUM

A

B

hi!

Andante moderato

P
1I
(d-sharp/c-sharp)

PI

I

4
F-sharp

20

(1) "otherwordly" opening-with d-sharp/c-sharp pecW tone cluster
[cst, hrp, via, cb1 that grows with the addition of tones and instruments
(4) chant [S] in F-sharp-Mixolydian
(6) and (12) echoes of chant [hm]
(14) switch to half-note accompaniment [cl&stringsJ

------

(20) chant [org-flute stop] with intonation of text
[SATB--text painting; Chorus Angc~1'1Im]
(30) ends on F-sharp-Major chord with added
seventh and ninth [cst&Vla]

PPP

I

30

AppeodixA

TIME LINE
Influential

January ll, 1902
November 22, 1903

Dat~

Durufl~

on Dwufie and his Requiem

is born (Louviers, France)

Pope Pius X issues his motJi proprio reinstating Gregorian
chant as the music of the Catholic chutch

1912

begins education at the Cathedral of Rouen

1919

study with Toumemi.ce in Paris (St. Clotilde)

1920

entered Conservatory

1921

prcrruer pnx 1.11 orgu.

study with Vieme
1924

premier prix in banoony and fugue

1926

pCcmleJ: pox

1928

premier prix in compositioD

1930

organist at 51. Etieo.ae-du-Mont

1943-1973
1947
1953

ia accompaniment

professor of lu.rmony at Conservatory

premiere of Rtql,ilm
m2mage

co-organist with wife at St. Etienne-du-Moot (until 1975)

December 4, 1963

Pope Paul VI issues the ConsMutiorr on flu Samd UIIiW.
This results La what DuruOe consideu (0 be the death o f

GregorWt chant
1975

June 16, 1986

car accident
both legs broken
died in Pari. (as" 84)
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AppepWxB
WORKS LIST
0 (>.

(date"!)

Title (instrumentation)

1 (1926)

TW'Iiqu, (piano)-unpublisbed

2 (1924)

Scim:?y (organ)

3 (1928)

Prillldt, RicitaJzjtt Vadalions (flute, viola and piano)

4 (1930)

Prilllde, adiJgio et choral vane SkT Ie /hime dll "Veni Creator" (organ)

5 (1933)

Sui" (organ)
I. ptaudc
II. Sicilienoe
Ill. Tocu,t:I.

6 (1932)

T",is Dan", (orchutta)
I. DivertissemtDI
U. Danse L:D.te
111. T:unbourio

7 (1942)

P,;/Nd,,1Jugu, "" k no", d:Alain (o.gan)

8 (1940)

Attdanll ellchrrzo (orchestra)-tevised from Op. 2

9 (1947)

&qu;tm (soloists, c:horus, orchestra and organ)
PubliC2bon of tnnscriptiOOI:
Chorw ;wd o rgaa 1948
OIchestnl 1950
Reduced OrchesU3 1961
I. Introit

n.

Kyri.e

lll. Domine)e.su Christe
IV. Sanctu.$
V. Pie Jesu

VI. Agous Dei
VII. Lux aelema
VIII. Libera me

rx.

1n pandisum

This list .ttcmpt5 10 oote the d~ue o f composirion; howcvu. there was DO standard or complete list. The main
source fo r d:.r.tcs was Grow', DitlionfnJ, bUI2.$ GTlJIIt ', only provides I sdecUvc wodu fur o thu dates wac pulled &om
Forst (publiobOO date.! for 9 Mod 11). ~ tht ''Mau..rice Duruilc" wcbpll.gt. (12, Il Uld l4).

1)
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10 (1960)

Qllolrt mOltlJ J1Ir tU!
1. Ubi G.tiw

ThbntJ Grrgorinzs (2 cappelh mixed chorus)

2... Tou pulchD.. es-scored for SSA choir
3. Tu es Petrus
4. TatH\J.m ergo

11 (1966)

Mtm "Cullljubik" (solo lnritone and baritone choir. otcbestt2. and Otgan)
Publication of transcriptions:
Chorus aDd organ 1967
Reduced oocbesln 1971
Full orchestra 1972
I. Kyae
II. Glom
lll . $aDctW:

IV. Bencdictu&
V. Agnus Dei

12 (1962)

Fllpt J1Ir It coril/Qn du htJm! de fa (olhtdral tU SoiuonJ (organ)

13 (1960)

Prrllltk!'llr I'introit dt I'tpiphon;t (o.rgan)

14 (1976)

Nolrr Pm (mixed chorus a cappelb Ot soLoist with org:to)
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Ap penrux C

PROGRAM NOTES BY MAURICE DURUFLE

Unpublished program notes written by Maurice Duruflc for an April 1980 concert (Eaton 223;
the English translation is quoted in the Requiem overview section).

REQUIEM Maunce Duroil.
Te.aminee en 1947, ccru. OCUVTC

II

etc «.rite dUls sa vernon origiIWe

pOUl

Vee tranlcnptiOO de b partie orchesttah al a. etc realisee pow orgue

50lo, choeu.r, orchestrc ct argue..

Sew ainsi gu<: pour orc.besue teduir..

Ce Requiem est eOOCrement compose I1UT Ies themes grigoriens de It. Mease des morts. Tantolle texte
musical acte tespecti intcgnJemeat, III pune ordle.sttale o'intc.rvieal a.Iors que pour k SOU(enU: ou Ie conunentel.
tantO! je m'en 3ui, simpleroertt inspire ou memc cotnpleteDlwt 8oigne, par c:.xemple dam cen:a.ins dhdoppemeots
suggerts pat k tC.lete 12tir1, Dotmment dans Ie Domin, ,1(,$u Chrute, Ie ~ et [e~. O'WlI: fac;on gioCrak, j'a)
surtout cherche a me pCoftter du 5tyle paniculier des themes gr:.egoriens.
Ainsi me suis-je e£force de (oodlier cb.ns 12 O"lcsure du possilile la rythmique gtegorienne. teUe qu'dle a etf fixee par
les Bencdictios de Solr::smes, avec les exigcnces de b lnesW"e mode.tne. L:a ~ur de c.elle-ci,. IIvec ses temps (om et
Sd temps wbles revel)AOt i uHuvalles regulieu, est eo effect dllficilemC1l1 compatible avec b. variete et 1a souplesae
de b Iigoe gligorienne qui n't31 qu'unc sWle d'8a.os el de [etomms Sl.ICCcssivc.s.
Les temps fo-", 001 dii padre kw: C2Uctb:e de pripoodCnnce pour prendre Ie meme vabr- d'inleosite
que les temps (alblcs, de telle tna..aibc que l'aocUlI r)'thmique gtegotKc ou I'aceeat to.n.ique Larin ptWse $C pl.Acer
librc:mcnl sur n'impone qud temps de notrc rnesure modernc.
Quant i ]a forme musicale de eb:l.cuoe des pieces composant ce RequiClll., elle s'wpile gene.wemc1lt de la fonne
lIleme propos-ce par !a liturgic. L'or:gue o'a qu'W1 role cpisodigue. II intcmeoc., Don pas pout soutenir I.es enoeun,
mw sculement pour souligner certains accents. ou pour faire oubliu momentaoemCDt les .sonorites trOp bwwincs
de l'otchest:rc. Ii represeole J'idec d'apaisement, de !a Foi et de ]'Espinnce.

Ce Requiem n'cst pas lJIJ Ol.Ivngt ethete qui chaote Ie debchcmCJlI des SOUcls teu:estrcs. U refieuo, dans b
foune immuable de b poue w ctienne. I'angoisse de L' bomme devanl le mysteere de sa 6.n dcr:niere. D est ouvent
dnma.tique, ou rempli de rC.figlutioa, ou d'csp&Mce, ou d'Cpouvatlte, COl:ll.tt\C les paroles memes de l'Ec.citure qui
scrve.nt i hllittugie. n tend i, traduire Ie!! sc.otiments humaim devan! leur tecifiantc, inexplicable ou eoosolante
dC$tioee.

Ceoe Me$sc comprend les Dew pa.rcies dc b Messe des Moru: Intmil. ~, Domine Jew e MUe, San.tu.s,
&Jny, AgnU!\ Dei- l,u,.1 3etcma, Libera me, et en6.0 In Pandjsum, ultime reponse de 11 Foi 3 tOutes les questions,
pu I'eavol de l'iDle \'CIS I~ Paracfu.
MlI.wlce Ow:u.flc
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AppendixD
LETTER TO GEORGE GUEST
and DURUFLE'S PERFORMANCE NOTATIONS

A letter from Durufle to conductor George Guest discussing the 1974 Argo recording of the
Rrquiem conducted by Guest (Guest 97-98).

Paris 3 April 1978

Dear Sit,
The tl"U.04geO'J.COt of Decca Records bu bee:!] kind enoogh to give me your ilddtess. It gives Jl.'Ie gtellT
plC$5we to send you my tba.nks and my s.Utcae congutuhciolls Cor tbe c.xcdlent recording which you bave heeo
good eoough to make of Illy FVqwm. 1 greatly appreciate the quiliti.e.s of aecutioll, of incetptetJ.OOQ, and of the
sound itself.
If you have ocasio" to direct my RsqJl;tm again in the future. ca.nl tell you that I prefu that the Baritone:
solo$ be sung by all the ba5$t.S and second Icoon. It is it mist2.ke 00 tny put to hal/e altrwtcd theat few ban to a
salols!..
Ap, "oith Dll my thanks etc. elc.
M. Durufie
6 Place du Paothioo

75005 Paris

Paris 3 Avr;il1978
Chef Monsieur,
La Direction de Is. 6.rm 'Decca Records' a bien vouJu inC communiqucr votte Ildteue. Je Suls hCUC'cw: de
vous adrcsscr mcs reO'lctciemenu ct mes vives felicitati ons pow: l'exeelleot enregistre.rneot que vow ave.z bien vowu
faite de moo &qICtm. J'en ai beaucoup .Q.ppticic les q\l8lites d'exccutioll, d'wterprCution et de prise de soo.
S; vous l\'(.:t la pouibilite de dirigct n OUVe3U man &qttitm dans I'aveni:, je me pennettni de vow
infonner que ie p.ttrl:tt que les solos de BU}'tO'D soient chulles par toutes Ies basses et les seconds tellors. C'est one
enew de m.a put d'nvoit con6i ces quelques meswes un soliste.
Avec encore lOW mes lea::letdemc:nts, veuiUez :agree!, chu Monsieur, I'expcessioa de roes meilleurs

a

a

$COnD'l eats .

M. Du.ru£le
6 Pbce du PUltheon

7S005 Paris
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Instructions presented in the chorus and organ score:
Dmu IeJ (IllS m til 38 a41,
!tt\1IJds

,1

vm it as.; 87, il ut priflrablt tk.foirr mlVrkr 10 PartJ; dr BurytM.p)fq par Iw k.s bt#yllmr tl

/111m.

In movement llt from 38 to 41 :tnd movement VlU from 85 10 87, it is ptdc.rable to bave the buitODe!; and lIecolld
Ic.aOrs sing the Baritone solo.

D(lJJI ks 1f(J.I m tk 34 .; 36,

vm tU 93 ~ 94, rI IX drpJlir It dlblltjJlJqlL'd 101, if ul pouibk tit faiN dxmur «IpasJfJ$U par 1111

}fbi (,,"lIT tI'tttjiMu.

In movement II from 34 10 36, VIU from 93 to 94, and IX &om the beginning unQJ 101, il is possible to Iuve these
passaga sung by :l soall c.bOlr o f children.
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Appendix E

HlSTORY OF GREGORIAN CHANT
'''1bis Requiem is composed c.nci.rely on the Ctegor:i..to themes of the Mus fot the Dead.").!

1n his book Gregorian Chant, Willi Apel attempts firstly to define his t.eDDS:
Chr11t1 is the generic designatiol1 for:l. body of traditioruU rdigious mlUic ... Ithe chantsl have: one
tnUt in common., that is, the plUdy melodic. clum.ctet o f the music ... The pecfoanaoce it exclusivdy
voal. either by ooe singer or by sevc.ra\ singing in unisoo. 111 rhi.! respect cham it si.mihc to folksong,
from which, however:, it c\iffen in the rh)·thmic aspect, since it usually. hicks the principle of strict meter
and mca3urc cca:u:noaly found in folk.socg.
The dCSigtatiOD "Gtcgoriaa:' genen.lly used for the c}u.n{ of the ROmaD Church, rcfen to Pope

G tegocy l, who ruled from 590 to 604. and who is gcoenl1y be1leved to have pb.y<.d a decisive [ole in the
firuJ

~t

of the ehaats . . . (Ape] 3.4)

Through his book., Apel aims to present" <the unleavened

br~d

of sincerity and truth,' cleansed

from, or at least dearly separated from, the 'sour dough' of conjecture and imagination" (Ape!
xi) . Howevel, this study does not necessarily aim for an accurate and scholarly undetst2Jlding of
the original Gregorian chants; for these purposes it becomes more important to view cbant as
Duru£le uodetstood it. Durufle followed the method of interpreting chant as outlined by the
monks at the Benedictine Abbey of Solesmes. and although Ape! questions the authenticity of
their method, it does not alter what Durufle perce.ived as "Gregorian chant," a vital pan of the
Catholic service.
As the first abbey of Solesmes, Dom Prosper Gue.ranger began the Iestoration process
for chant in the 1830s, and the work continued after his death in 1875. The Solesmes tesearch
led to the publication of collections of GregoWn cha.nt. In 1903, Pope Pius X began his
pontificate and adopted the motto '''To restore alI things in Christ." On N ovember 22 of that

).<

Excerpted from program notes written by DuruBc 011 his &quie!1l. These ellD be fouod in thm entirety at the

begio.ning of Cruprer 2.
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year (the day of the Feast of St Cecilia, patron saint of music) he issued a motu proprio ordering
the restoration of Gregorian chant as the music of the church:
Sacred music mUSt therefore aninently possess the qualities whicb belong to litut:gi.c:al rites. especiAlly
holittess and beaury, &OTtl which its other chancterisric, universality, will follow spontaneously ... The:ie
qualiriC$ are found most perfectly in GTegoria.n. chant, whicb i3 therefore the proper da.nf of the Roman
Chtw:h., the only Wilt which sbe has ioheri(ed from the ancient Fgtheu, which sbe has jea.lowly kept for
30 many ceoru.Dcs in bet IinugjuJ boob, which she offen to rhe faithful as heJ' own music, wbich she
insists 00 being used exdu3ivdy in some parts of ber !irw:gy. '-Ild which. bstly, hloS been so h2ppily
restoted to its ocigiru.l pt:.rfectioo :uld purity by receslt srudy. (pope 'Pius X in hU lJJof1l prupritJ of 1903,
pr:itlted in H.ybum 221)

The Benedictine monks compiled several editions of Gregorian chwt; the most
common ewtion today would probably be the Uber UIllalis, which presents the chant in a
modified renditionlS of orig:in.al notation. To create a uoifo[]]l per:formance, the monks have
also 'acUpted a system to interptet the rhythm.
The deba te ovec Gregorian rhythm has settled itself into two camps: the equalists and
the mensuralists. While rnensuralists allow for sevecaI time values, the Benedictines would be
equalists; they believe in one basic time value, in this case, the eighth n ote. This interpretative
system then sets a regular pulse even though accents will not fall at..regular intetvals.

Durufle was raised and educated ioto this "golden age of Gregorian chant in France,"
but this was to end all too abruptly for the composer when Pope Paul V1 issued the COlUtitlltWn

on the Samd Li/Jng1 OD December 4, 1963 (Durufle SM 15). nus document resulted from the
Second Vatican Council (1962-1963), and it permitted the use of vemacular La.ngw.ges in the

service and encouraged more congregational singing. The Constituh'on also allowed other
instruments other than the pipe organ into worship.
Due to the ch2.nges granted, alongside the added authority given to the national councils

of bishops, the pufonnance of Gregorian chant in the Catholic Church faded-much to the
dismay of Durutle:

]~

Ape! questions the additioD of IIuui(Q ji(/(I Dot ptesent in the origina.ls.
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After Vatican II, GrcgorUo cb:l.nt was done 2Wl1y with aod this was canied out 1.0 a way that was
eompLetdy bruw in tw.tionship to what the council s.ucl. The ugry reason that WllS given for drowning
this dog was that it W2S old,u3biooed, outmoded music t1ut mo,! people did nOf understa.od .. . W e know
today how to :a09'We! the accusation that chant does Dot cooe3pood to a modem taste.. After all,
Gtc.gomo dum, wbich seems to some to be 11. music linked to :I dlUty put, is in leWty very young for us
who realize th:Jlt it hils oaly bcc.o. known in its original beauty for a short time:. (Du.rut1i SM 15)

DuroOe continued to protest the tum away from the use of cham throughout the remainder of
his life; me article quoted above was written in 1983, three years before his death.
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Appendix P-Dverall chart of form

Durufle
REQUIEM

Office

Mass

r

----------------------~
I

II
i

III

IV

/

~

V

VI

~~----.
y"
VII
VIII
IX
/'

mvt

Introit i

Kyrie

Domine Jesu Christe

Sanctus

Pie

Agnus

Lux

Libera me

mm

63

74
Afu\.:

169

66

60

59

ABC

~

.aM:

68
AB(abo)A'

129
ABU'

form ~
solo

,
I
I

I
I
I
I

baritone
children

mezzo

AB(aba)

~

pat.
30

AB

baritone
children

children
/

......

...,

--

,

/
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